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Growing up in Valley Head, Alabama (population 500), my fall Saturdays were spent cleaning house and listening to Crimson Tide football through our home’s Philco Hi-Fi. The idea that I would ever have the chance to graduate from The University of Alabama, much less that my siblings, my children, and my nieces and nephew would as well, was beyond a dream—and there are two reasons why that dream is now a reality.

First, came the hard work and sacrifice of my parents, James and Doris Carmichael. No one in our family had ever graduated from college and they were determined the tradition would start with their children. I am thankful to have grown up with such wonderful parents.

The second key factor was the availability of scholarships and financial aid from the Capstone. Continuing to provide this help is now a major mission of UA’s National Alumni Association.

How important is the work of our NAA? During the 2017–18 academic year, the NAA awarded more than $5 million in annual scholarships to a record breaking 2,704 students. The NAA boasts more than 32,000 active members and has 107 chapters across the country. This continuous growth has helped tremendously by giving more students scholarships.

Alongside the scholarships awarded to thousands of students every year, the Capstone offers hundreds of programs for students to participate in and gain experience before graduation. This book highlights just a few programs across campus, but it illustrates all the moving parts that help students find themselves and their passions in life.

It is also my privilege to acknowledge the hard work and excellence of our dedicated NAA administration, staff and executive committee—the countless phone calls, emails, texts and meetings these people are responsible for and carry through are amazing.

Thank you so very much.

I am Linda Thomas, 2018–19 president of our National Alumni Association, and I am proud to be a graduate of this great school. The University of Alabama is, of course, where legends are made, but it is also where dreams are realized. And I know that for a fact.

Roll Tide!

Linda Carmichael Thomas, BS ’72, MS ’82
2018–19 President of the National Alumni Association
Scholarship Recipients

The following is a list of first-time recipients of alumni scholarship awards for the 2017–18 academic year. These scholarships are funded from an operating budget composed of contributions to the Alumni Fund for membership in the National Alumni Association and by earnings generated from investment of an extensive endowment program of restricted contributions. Students continuing on renewal scholarships are not listed. Hometowns are in Alabama unless otherwise noted.

James Maxwell Brown Crimson Scholarship
John R. M. Chaffe, Mobile

Kenneth M. Carnathan Crimson Scholarship
Emma R. Bearden, Mobile
Griffin L. Holr, Athens
Anna C. Martin, Pinson
Terry V. Millsaps, Tuscaloosa
Philip H. Pitts, Tuscaloosa
Robert C. Teaford, Jacksonville

William C. Decas Crimson Scholarship II
Faryn L. Fryer, Columbiana

Gowen Mitchell Crimson Scholarship II
Meredith M. Mosley, Union Grove

Alumni Honors Scholarship
Michael J. Buckun, Hoover
Adrienne C. Bullard, Dallas, Texas
Powell H. Curts, Houston, Texas
Carlin M. Dougherty, Greta, Louisiana
Joshua D. Gillrie, Lake Oswego, Oregon
Cole D. Gimenez, Bedford, Texas
Lauren N. Henchel, Mission Viejo, California
Edwin M. Lashley, Madison, Mississippi
William L. Moore III, Scottsdale, Arizona
Alexis N. Schlink, Carmel, Indiana
James P. Simpler, Montgomery
Caroline E. Till, Mountain Brook
Joshua S. Troup, Prattville
Avery M. Walters, Huntsville
John T. Whitmire, Kingwood, Texas

Sesquicentennial Alumni Honors Scholarship
Brandon Boose, Vienna, Virginia
Sean P. Casey, Orland Park, Illinois
Patricia A. Davis, Birmingham
Edward A. Ellis, Pelham
Davis A. Frazier, Wetumpka
Brooke O. Winter, Windsor, Vermont

The University of Alabama Academic Walk-On Scholarship
Julia A. Becker, Forest Hill, Maryland
Casey M. Campos, Tuscaloosa
Shakina J. Dhondia, Tuscaloosa
Chase D. Gitter, Metairie, Louisiana
Ellis M. Pullen, Alpharetta, Georgia
Allison L. Reynolds, Houston, Texas
Kelsey J. Zaroff, Austin, Texas

Randy Moore Academic Walk-On Scholarship
Ronterika T. Exford, Montgomery

William Russell Memorial Walk-On Scholarship
Blaize M. Naman, Mobile

Alumni Leadership Scholarship
Harrison D. Dulgarian, Manhattan Beach, California
Bridget M. File, Peachtree City, Georgia
Nicholas A. Gangwer, Jacksonville
Kristen F. Glowacki, Alpharetta, Georgia
Haleigh E. Ingle, Fayette
Madison R. Jennings, Geneva
Laura A. Messer, Wedowee
Hannah J. Oliver, Birmingham
Alexander T. Plant, Trussville
Derrrell S. Ridgeway, Birmingham
Nicholas Roa, Houston, Texas
Rayann J. Rurland, Sheffield
Scarry C. Steward, Roswell, Georgia
Rachel W. Williams, Anniston

Anderson Society Endowed for Leadership
Alexandria R. Wester, Oneonta

Mel E. Espey Jr. Memorial Endowed for Leadership
Iyana K. Diaz, Northport

J. Barry Mason Excellence in Leadership Endowed Scholarship
Evan C. Rosenthal, Memphis, Tennessee

Jean Townsend O’Connor/Snyder and Leslie Anderson Valley Capstone Council Endowed Leadership Scholarship
Taylor B. Lindsey, Monroeville

Pat and Joyce Whetstone Leadership Endowed Scholarship
Julia M. Versace, Tuscaloosa

Alumni Community College Honors Scholarship
Clayton L. Cox, Guntersville
Cairlyn S. Croft, Guntersville
Alexandria S. Griffin, Ashford
Cameron G. Hale, Woodstock
Drew L. Hankins, Northport
Andrea A. Melchiorre, Rainsville
Destiny A. Pollard, Millport
Jacob G. Roberts, Bessemer

Rachel Sikes, Rosamond, California
McKayla M. Williams, Dothan

Alumni Freshman Scholarship
Katelyn N. Embler, Harrisburg, North Carolina
Ryan A. Blankenship, Sanford, Florida
Ashley M. Huffman, Frisco, Texas
Sarah K. M. Leonard, Roswell, Georgia
Brandon L. Maz, Johnstown, New York
Eddie R. Todd, Pike Road
Kaitlyn M. Veal, Valley Head
Lauren T. Wiggins, Birmingham

Alumni Undergraduate Scholarship
Travis D. Bailey, Tuscaloosa
Cali M. Bariteau, West Wareham, Massachusetts
TyeVontre A. Bright, Tuscaloosa
Cara A. Clay, Hoover
Jacob E. Hines, Northport
Ashley Hudson, Daphne
Jordan D. Nelson, Castle Pines, Colorado
Jack H. Patton, Guntersville
Melaina C. Raimo, Eden Prairie, Minnesota
Meltrish L. Sanders, Tuscaloosa
Nico Serwinowski, Parkland, Florida
JaMiyiah D. Smith, Forkland
Sara E. Smith, Clayton

REACH for the Future Alumni Scholarship
Dakota J. Donaldson, Montgomery
Kevin M. Hitchcock, Canton, Georgia
Kimberlee M. King, Tuscaloosa
Shannon E. Taylor, Grady

Autauga County Chapter Endowed Scholarship
Autauga County Chapter Endowed I
Joshua S. Troup, Prattville
Autauga County Chapter Endowed II
Brannon K. Zaner, Prattville
Walker-Wood Endowed
Kalyb D. Abbott, Prattville
Krissa N. Smith, Prattville
Meltrish L. Sanders, Tuscaloosa
Nicole Serwinowski, Parkland, Florida
JaMiyiah D. Smith, Forkland
Sara E. Smith, Clayton

Baldwin County Chapter
Baldwin County Chapter Endowed I
Tanner H. Erb, Foley
Betty K. Lety, Fairhope
Mary Kate Meredith Foster Memorial Endowed
Katherine P. Bates, Fairhope
Reed A. Jackson, Daphne
Tucked inside Hardaway Hall, “The Cube” is a series of labs that offer 3-D prototyping to all students, not just engineering majors. Doug Cannon, manager of “The Cube,” has 12 students at all times who are actively using equipment in the lab. Interested students write a proposal about the project, which Cannon reviews. He then guides students through the 3-D prototyping and printing processes.

“The students do everything on their own, they figure out the measurements and the specifics using our computers and I help guide them along their journey,” Cannon said. “Any student can participate. The Cube is meant to give students the tools they need to create something useful for the future.”

Students have made script A keychains, braces for athletes, fishing equipment and more. Cannon also has the only 3-D printed model of his brain, which helps students visualize how detailed the printers can be.
The China Retail Study Tour seeks students in the department of clothing, textiles and interior design the chance to study abroad every two years. The program takes students to Beijing and Shanghai, and includes visits to design schools, studios, corporate headquarters, garment factories and major retailers. Students are also given the opportunity to explore historic landmarks, such as the Great Wall of China and the Forbidden City.

“Students develop a greater understanding of China’s society, Chinese people, Chinese consumers and China’s apparel industry during the trip,” said Dr. Xiao (Michelle) Tong, director of the China Retail Study Tour and associate professor in the department of clothing, textiles and interior design.

Aside from the cultural experience that students gain on this trip, the tour can also spark interest in international business and help students develop cross-cultural communication skills to assist them in their future careers.
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Isabella T. Godsey, Hamilton
Marion County
Lisa Davis Johnson Memorial Endowed for Matthew D. Hosey, Huntsville
Hicklen Family Endowed
Andrew F. Jansen, Owens Cross Roads
Endowed
John D. Boles and Albert Watkins Memorial
Madison County
Lisa Davis Johnson Memorial Endowed for
Briana Irwin, Harvest
Nicholas A. Gonzalez-Tablada, Huntsville
Shaun Alexander Family Foundation
Madison P. Brock, Madison
William S. Pannell, Madison
William J. Cooper, Huntsville
Mike Hicklen Endowed
Adrian E. Simpson, Killen
Dustin R. Strait, Killen
Guy M. Vanderpool, Killen

Lee County Chapter
Bingham Smith Endowed
Elizabeth A. Avery, Auburn
Tom Nash Endowed
Eleanor P. Byrd, Auburn
Mary K. Smalley, Smiths Station

Limestone County Chapter
Limestone County Chapter Endowed
Tyler J. Foulke, Athens
Bill C. and Virginia L. Hughey Endowed
Nicholas A. Brooks, Madison
Alexia F. Korte, Madison
Walter Lee Howell Sr. Memorial Endowed
Jacob E. Strain, Athens

Madison County Chapter
Stephen D. Moxley Jr. Endowed
Derek J. Edwards, Owens Cross Roads
M. Louis Salmon Endowed
Bailey R. Clemons, Huntsville
Martha H. Simms Endowed
Katherine W. Sumera, Huntsville
Mike Hicklen Endowed
William J. Cooper, Huntsville
William S. Pannell, Madison
Dr. Young West Endowed
Madison P. Brock, Madison
Shaun Alexander Family Foundation
Endowed for Madison County
Nicholas A. Gonzalez-Tablada, Huntsville
Brian Irwin, Harvest
Lisa Davis Johnson Memorial Endowed for Madison County
Bradley L. Ploitt, Madison
John D. Boles and Albert Watkins Memorial
Endowed
Andrew F. Jansen, Owens Cross Roads
Hicklen Family Endowed
Matthew D. Hosey, Huntsville
Lisa Davis Johnson Memorial Endowed for Marion County
Isabella T. Godsey, Hamilton

Timothy Aaron Smith Endowed
Kylie B. Bolyard, Madison
Mark C. Smith Memorial Endowed
David A. Black, Hazel Green
Chase B. Carroll, Madison
Buster Douthit-Off Campus College
Bookstore Endowed for Madison County
Jessica Banks, Hampton Cove
Namito Yokota, Madison
Meg Ingram Memorial Endowed Community Service
Ben R. Schrimsher, Owens Cross Roads
Kayla K. Swearingen, Huntsville
James H. Taylor, Madison
Haley C. Woodruff, Madison
Mrs. Nevrik Bahakel Endowed
Elizabeth Mojica, Huntsville
Woody Anderson FORD Endowed
Brooke V. Harris, Huntsville
Hicklen Children 2014 Endowed
Cole P. Whitehurst, Huntsville

Marion County Chapter
Marion County Chapter Endowed
Emma K. Bostick, Winfield
Jacob M. Box, Winfield
Sara K. Dennis, Winfield
Kennedy C. Dezzo, Hamilton
Isabella T. Godsey, Hamilton
Bailey B. Stidham, Hacketburg
Mary F. Wright and Sara J. Wright Endowed
Anthony J. Robbins, Brilliant
Bailey B. Stidham, Hacketburg

Marshall County Chapter
Marshall County Chapter Endowed
Anna C. Adams, Albertville
Marissa M. Epperson, Albertville
Garrett G. Peppers, Horton
Steven C. Hays Memorial Endowed
Anna C. Adams, Albertville

Mobile County Chapter
Dan T. McCall Endowed
Shannon M. Anderson, Semmes
Kaylee M. Bray, Mobile
T. Massey Bedsole Endowed
Roman T. Murphy, Mobile
Jack Edwards Endowed
Alisha M. Torres, Mobile
Charles Edward McNeil Sr. Endowed
Benjamin M. Hollis, Mobile
Evelyn Bell McNeil Endowed
Jeanie A. Hope, Mobile

Monroe County Chapter
Charles and Erlene McNeil Endowed
Addy E. Loftin, Frisco City
Monroe County Chapter Endowed II
Johnnie O. Tomlinson, Monroeville
Montgomery/Lowndes Counties Chapter
Justice Pelham J. Merrill Endowed
Connor O. Davis, Pike Road

Henry Paul Haas Endowed
Shelton O. James, Montgomery
Joe Macon Jr. Endowed
Aaron M. Skier, Montgomery
Philip and Angie Young Endowed
Hannah G. Minney, Mathews
Renee Jacome Majors Endowed
David J. Dennis Jr., Montgomery
Stakely Family Endowed
Ethan P. Gentry, Montgomery
Winton and Carolyn Blount Endowed
Allen M. Azar, Montgomery
Alabama Power Foundation Endowed
Jonathan Brady Greene, Montgomery
Kayanna N. McKenzie, Montgomery
Allison Anne Bronner Memorial Endowed
Judson T. Diebel, Montgomery
Mariah K. Ellis, Montgomery
James P. Simpler, Montgomery
William Raynes Jones Jr. & Victoria Wagner Jones Endowed
Davis A. Frazier, Wetumpka
Sam I. Diamond Endowed
Isadora A. Behr, Montgomery
Fine Family Endowed
Amber J. Carter, Montgomery
Montgomery County Chapter Endowed V
Charles G. Cox, Fort Deposit
Lucile H. Longshore, Montgomery
Mary R. Stevenson, Montgomery

Morgan County Chapter
Raymon and Marjorie Baker Endowed
Mary C. Begg, Decatur
Emily T. Moye, Decatur
Anna-Quinn Weaver, Decatur

Russell-Muscogee Counties Chapter
Tom and Jeri Starlin and Joseph C. Bross Endowed
Jапрентис T. Jones, Phenix City
Kathryn V. Schorr, Columbus, Georgia
Gullatt-Ezell Family Endowed
Jalisa M. Arango, Fort Mitchell
Emma L. Gullatt, Phenix City
Katherine B. Zeigler, Smith Station
Phenix City Mayor's Education and Charitable Endowed in Honor of Eddie and Deborah Lowe
Asia M. McCants, Phenix City

Shelby County Chapter
Shelby County Chapter Endowed
Mary C. Collins, Birmingham
Matthew W. Smith, Birmingham
Gracie V. Vinson, Pelham
Richard and Robbie Shealy Endowed
William R. Hunt, Birmingham
George W. Shaw Sr. Memorial Endowed
Savannah M. Brasher, Westover
Virginia F. Hill Endowed
Tiara L. Pennington, Helena
Ruth Yongue Endowed Scholarship
Leah C. Warman, Maylene
St. Clair County Chapter
St. Clair County Chapter Endowed
Haleigh J. Warren, Ashville

South Talladega County Chapter
Harry I. Brown Sr. and Margaret W. Brown Endowed
Chandler T. Deerman, Sylacauga
Russell L. Fornwalt, Sylacauga
Hannah A. Hammonds, Sylacauga
Virginia L. Higginbotham, Sylacauga
Gregory D. Keeton, Sylacauga
Sara A. Lewis, Sylacauga
Byron C. Manley, Sylacauga
Steven T. Marlowe, Jr., Sylacauga
Caitlyn N. McTier, Sylacauga
Anthony C. Merkel, Sylacauga
Jacob C. Morgan, Sylacauga
Lizabeth H. Ogletree, Sylacauga
Allexus M. Phillips, Sylacauga
Hannah M. Pittman, Sylacauga
Audrey L. Valentine, Hartselle
Leonard Lee and Rebecca Erline Black Evans Endowed
Ashley D. Bridgmon, McCalla

Sumter County Chapter
Cross Family Endowed
Mary H. Patrenos, Livingston

Tallapoosa/Coosa/Clay Counties Chapter
Lake Martin Alumni Chapter Endowed
Cody R. Hanns, Alexander City
Sutherland C. Pritchard, Dadeville
Coach Willie Carl Martin–Lake Martin Alumni Chapter Endowed
Imberly I. Flowers, Alexander City
Trianna C. Lawson, Alexander City
Walter Leslie (Buddy) King Endowed
Michael R. Mcgill, Alexander City
Trianna C. Lawson, Alexander City

Tuscaloosa County Chapter
Tuscaloosa County Chapter Endowed
Jahi S. Brown, Duncanville
Karlie M. Colburn, Northport
Joshua A. Cross, Tuscaloosa
Maggie E. Crow, Tuscaloosa
Vvy Dong, Tuscaloa
Jakera B. Gavin, Tuscaloosa
Brittany K. Hamner, Coker
Emily K. Hayes, Coaling
Cristal R. Marshall, Tuscaloosa
Francisco J. Martinez, Tuscaloosa
Emma J. Morrison, Northport
Viacheslav Y. Zbaratskyi, Northport
Woody Clements Memorial Endowed
Koby J. Flannery, Cottontdale
Judge Robert V. and Florene J. Wooldridge Endowed
Alegra T. Contreras, Elrod
Teresa Clements Myers Endowed
Alice M. Beasley, Tuscaloosa
Jean O’Connor Snyder Endowed
Chandler B. Holmes, Tuscaloosa
Pamela Thacker Burt Memorial Endowed
Robert N. Macon, Northport
Bruce A. and Lynn F. McColl Endowed
Joshua A. Cross, Tuscaloosa
Coca-Cola Alumni Endowed
Ashly H. Blount, Tuscaloosa
Maxine Wellborn Shaw Endowed
Jahi S. Brown, Duncanville
Dr. Robert W. Witt Endowed
Emma J. Morrison, Northport
Thomas P. and Susan Carver West Endowed
LaKesha M. Dailey, Tuscaloosa
Libby and Bob Shaw Endowed
Meagan C. Wilson, McCalla
C. Todd Davis Memorial Endowed
Jakera B. Gavin, Tuscaloosa
Ernestine and Allan McColl Endowed
Francisco J. Martinez, Tuscaloosa
Buster Douthit–Off Campus College Bookstore Endowed for Tuscaloosa County
Vyvy Dong, Tuscaloosa
Angie S. Webb Endowed
Caroline C. Overmyer, Demopolis
Dianne Scott Golson Endowed
Chandler B. Holmes, Tuscaloosa
Bessie Mae Ashby Memorial
Christopher B. Spencer, Tuscaloosa
Bobby and Cathy Woolridge Endowed
Viacheslav Y. Zbaratskyi, Northport
Libby Kirksey Shaw Endowed
Emily K. Hayes, Coaling
Jessie Mae McCulley Poe Memorial Endowed
Joshua W. Bearden, Cottontale
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Hayes Endowed
Joshua W. Bearden, Cottontale
John and Laura Pradat Endowed
Cristal R. Marshall, Tuscaloosa
Dr. Robert H. Garner Memorial Endowed
Brittany K. Hamner, Coker
Patricia Ansley Freitag Memorial Endowed
Karlie M. Colburn, Northport
David Wilson II and Pete Wilson Endowed
Julia M. Versace, Tuscaloosa
Dr. Thomas D. Moore Memorial Endowed
Meagan C. Wilson, McCalla
Sallie Cook Endowed
Koby J. Flannery, Cottontdale
Margaret Ann Bigham Gray Endowed
Christopher B. Spencer, Tuscaloosa
Johnny Mack Jones Endowed
Jakera B. Gavin, Tuscaloosa
Dr. Robert Wayne Echols Memorial Endowed
Maggie E. Crow, Tuscaloosa
Dr. Judy L. Bonner Endowed
Samuel P. Cooper, Northport
TCHS Alumni Wildcat Endowed
Kelsey B. Fisher, Northport
Robert Louis Self Memorial Endowed
Jahi S. Brown, Duncanville
Coca-Cola Vending Student Grant
Jahi S. Brown, Duncanville
Jon D. Drake Endowed
Julia M. Versace, Tuscaloosa

Walker County Chapter
Bobby Marlow Memorial Endowed
Kaylee G. Jay, Sumiton
Macon Z. Odom, Oakman
James L. Beech Jr. Memorial Endowed
Jolie J. Bray, Sumiton
Macon Z. Odom, Oakman
Dr. Brenda Honeycutt Deerman Endowed
Garrett C. Manasco, Jasper
Perry Mathews Memorial Endowed
Jolie J. Bray, Sumiton
Travis and Mac Hudson Endowed
Luke T. Ferrell, Jasper
James R., Martha R., and C. Kent Sides Endowed
Madison L. Lawson, Jasper
Mark S. Keating, M.D. Endowed Scholarship
Markeia S. Billups, Tuscaloosa
Dr. Bobby and Betty Hooks Underwood Endowed
Luke T. Ferrell, Jasper

Washington County Chapter
Alton N. Scott Endowed
Amanda K. Jones, Leroy
Nathaniel J. Moss, Chatom

Phoenix & Tucson Arizona, Chapters
Grand Canyon State Alabama Alumni Chapter Endowed
Michael T. Luque, Buckeye, Arizona

San Diego, California, Chapter
San Diego Area Alabama Alumni Student Grant
Madison S. Cheever, Coronado, California
Delaney C. Holmes, San Diego, California

Denver/Boulder, Colorado, Chapters
Denver/Boulder Colorado Chapter Endowed
Victoria E. Herman, Colorado Springs, Colorado

Broward County, Florida, Chapter
Broward County Florida Chapter Endowed
Alexa M. Boulanger, Hollywood, Florida
Zachary F. Gaines, Coral Springs, Florida
Mollie S. Wallick, Plantation, Florida

Emerald Coast Florida, Chapter
Doc McGhee Endowed
Graham S. Toogood, Fort Walton Beach, Florida

Jacksonville, Florida, Chapter
Prime F. Osborn III Endowed
Jennifer R. Diloreto, Jacksonville, Florida
Curtis Robert Middlekauff Endowed
Carey S. Newman, Jacksonville, Florida
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Miami, Florida, Chapter
Linnie Moon Comerford Endowed
Andrea M. Gordon, Coral Gables, Florida
Alexander J. Spurr, Miami, Florida

Orlando-Central Florida Chapter
Central Florida Alumni Chapter Endowed
Elizabeth M. Small, Orlando, Florida

Pensacola, Florida, Chapter
Pensacola Florida Alumni Chapter Endowed
Bailey E. Duane, Pensacola, Florida
Madison J. McManus, Gulf Breeze, Florida
Delaney G. Raynes, Gulf Breeze, Florida

Lamar and Sissy Faulkner Family Scholarship Grant
Mary C. Beggs, Decatur
Pensacola Florida Bama Club Scholarship Grant
Elizabeth J. Adams, Pensacola, Florida

Tampa-Sun Coast Florida Alumni Chapter
Tampa Bay Florida Chapter Endowed
Lauren E. Haynes, Clearwater, Florida

Atlanta, Georgia, Chapter
Iris Carmack Endowed
Bridge E. Baker, Suwanee, Georgia
Sidney D. and John C. Arant Endowed
John A. Seay, Lithurn, Georgia
Jim and Ann Givan Endowed
Austin J. Phillips, Roswell, Georgia
Bama in Atlanta Endowed
Emily G. Danborn, Marietta, Georgia

Western Georgia Chapter
Mary Frances Sacker Baum & Anna May Sacker McCalley Memorial Endowed
Olivia E. Meyer, Westfield, New Jersey
Western Georgia Chapter Student Grant
Connor W. Best, Carrollton, Georgia
Nathan Hayes, Villa Rica, Georgia
Alexis M. Wylie, Bremen, Georgia

Savannah, Georgia, Chapter
Savannah Georgia Alumni Chapter Endowed
Michelle L. Bundy, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina
Margaret E. Turner, Savannah, Georgia

Chicago, Illinois, Chapter
Chicago Illinois Chapter Endowed
Alexis G. Espevik, Park Ridge, Illinois
Norman and Jeanne Pinkert Endowed for the Advancement of Geriatric Education at Research
Georgia D. Costello, Smithton, Illinois

Baton Rouge, Louisiana, Chapter
Baton Rouge Louisiana Chapter Endowed
Taylor Y. Godfrey, Holden, Louisiana

Northshore, Louisiana Chapter
Mike Colburn Memorial Endowed
Carley E. Sebren, Covington, Louisiana

Shreveport, Louisiana, Chapter
Rae Kreisman Selber Memorial Scholarship
Emma C. Bell, Shreveport, Louisiana
Hannah G. Taylor, Shreveport, Louisiana

Jackson, Mississippi, Chapter
Edgar Sentell Endowed
Thomas C. Mozingo, Madison, Mississippi
Ray and Sherry Hofmister Endowed
Elizabeth Crotwell, Morton, Mississippi

National Capital Chapter
Dr. Frank A. Rose Endowed
Erykah N. Murray, Washington, D.C.
Marshall H. Groom Endowed
Hannah E. Thompson, Alexandria, Virginia
Richard A. Mason Endowed
Kiley M. Hylton, Fairfax, Virginia

Greater New York Chapter
Madeline Keaton Cuniff for Aviation Endowed
Alexandrea S. Harris, Detroit, Michigan
Kevin D. Sanders, Mobile

Cincinnati, Ohio, Chapter
Greater Cincinnati Alumni Chapter Endowed
Regan Huether, Loveland, Ohio
Chase J. Merkel, Cincinnati, Ohio

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, Chapter
William E. Hansen/Central PA Alumni Chapter Endowed
Jacob G. Gross, New Freedom, Pennsylvania

Bridgeport, Pennsylvania, Booster Club
Peter J. Colucci Memorial Endowed
Angela M. DeSantis, Conshohocken, Pennsylvania
Emily P. Shea, Lansdale, Pennsylvania
Anthony F. Cianciulli Sr. and Family Endowed
Megan A. McQuaid, Norristown, Pennsylvania
Johnny & Mary Beth Nicola Endowed
Olivia R. Guie, Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania

Charleston, South Carolina, Chapter
Suzanne McClamb McCoy Memorial Endowed
Destiny Q. Graham, Summerville, South Carolina

Columbia, South Carolina, Chapter
Bama Chapter of the Midlands Endowed
Iriana K. Molusky, Lexington, South Carolina

Charleston, South Carolina, Chapter
Dr. Joseph and Betty Johnson Endowed
Karthar R. Biancofoire, Signal Mountain, Tennessee

East Tennessee/Knoxville Chapter
Colonel Joe and Claire Shepherd Endowed
Emma K. Gentile, Knoxville, Tennessee
William P. and Norene Stallworth Endowed
Sierra B. Hall, Knoxville, Tennessee
Hoyt and Margie Turbyfill Endowed
Emma K. Gentile, Knoxville, Tennessee
East Tennessee Chapter Endowed
Brittany A. Tolson, Powell, Tennessee
Virginia K. and William E. Morrow Alumni Endowed
Sierra B. Hall, Knoxville, Tennessee

Memphis, Tennessee, Chapter
William P. Warren IV Memorial Endowed
Collin R. Carlock, Olive Branch, Mississippi
Julie A. Joyner, Cordova, Tennessee
A. Duncan Williams Endowed
Dylan P. Jones, Memphis, Tennessee

Nashville/Middle Tennessee Chapters
Mike Lamb Memorial Endowed
Abigail A. Jess, Franklin, Tennessee

Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas, Chapters
Tide in Texas-Dr. Robert E. Witt Endowed Leadership
Margaret A. Bullington, Fort Worth, Texas
Ashley Therese Perrett Harrison Memorial Endowed
Avery J. Hill, Dallas, Texas

Houston, Texas, Chapter
Houston Texas Chapter Endowed
Brenda H. Clark, Friendswood, Texas
Powell H. Cutts, Houston, Texas
Samantha V. Pearl, Spring, Texas
Julia E. Smith, Humble, Texas
McKenzie C. Stevens, Cypress, Texas
David E. Roberts, Jr. and Rebecca McKinney Roberts Endowed
Mason A. Bigham, League City, Texas
Kelsey N. Ellsworth, Humble, Texas
Mikayla C. King, Kingwood, Texas
Quintin A. Marquis, Friendswood, Texas
Ashley Zelaya, Houston, Texas
Roberts Engineering Endowed
Powell H. Cutts, Houston, Texas

San Antonio, Texas, Chapter
San Antonio Texas Chapter Endowed
Miranda R. Aguilar, San Antonio, Texas
General Endowed Scholarships
African-American Alumni Network Endowed
Ashley K. Jeter, Cumming, Georgia
Morganne J. Johnston, Bentonville, Arkansas

AmSouth Bank Endowed
Faith A. Nolen, Pelham

Harry B.D. Armstrong Endowed
Simran N. Mahbubani, Sheffield

Jim Burke Sr. Endowed
Matthew P. Harrison, Birmingham

Class of 1942 Endowed
Lauren N. Dixon, Mill Valley, California

John H. and Lola Curry Endowed
Nicquavious J. Craig, Aliceville

Graham Family Endowed
Ashley R. Aderholt, Sylacauga
Alexis H. Mitchell, Acworth, Georgia
Reginald W. Smith, Northport
William H. Stockton, Double Springs

David Franklin Greggs Endowed
Mary Anna H. Silverman, Buford, Georgia

James Alwyn and Elizabeth Harper Memorial Endowed
Julie S. Clark, Heflin
Jacob J. Howle, Heflin

Mary Pittman Hays Endowed
Tyler J. Foulke, Athens

JVC America Endowed
Cecil M. Ozment, Tuscaloosa

Wayne W. and Pamela S. Malone Endowed
Daryn K. Rostic, Ozark, Missouri

Michael L. McDaniel Legacy Endowed
Kaelyn N. Embler, Harrisburg, North Carolina

Charles Kenneth “Tank” Mitchell Sr. Endowed
Emilee B. Bullock, Wake Forest, North Carolina

W. Gowen Mitchell Endowed
David A. Black, Hazel Green

Jimmy Nelson Memorial Endowed
Sara R. Kazyak, Howell, Michigan

Clarence and Martha Oden Endowed
Kambria M. King, Gadsden

Darleen Phipps Memorial Endowed
Arianna K. Barley, Madison

Dr. John Banks Robertson and Jeff Richards Robertson Endowed
Gracie A. Crowley, Kennedy

William D. “Bill” Scruggs Memorial Endowed
Byrum T. Emory, Mentone

Vernon and Evelyn Shriner Endowed
Chase R. Adair, Vestavia Hills
Judson T. Diebel, Montgomery
Emma G. Littles, Huntsville

Lindian J. Swaim Endowed
Ryan L. Downey, Wilmington, Delaware

Joseph Mack Thaxton Endowed
Morgan A. Bush, Lakeland, Florida

Joseph D. Zasa Endowed
Nathaniel J. Moss, Chatom

Due to the outstanding generosity of our donors, the lists of Alumni Heritage Scholarship and Alumni Scholar Award recipients are too lengthy for inclusion in the printed booklet. These recipients may be found online in a full scholarship listing at alumni.ua.edu/scholarships.
The theme of this year’s Honor Roll Book is “Putting the Pieces Together.” Throughout this publication, programs from each of the colleges at the Capstone are highlighted. Each program at the University is worthy of recognition, but there are so many pieces of the puzzle integral to the unique experience students encounter while studying at the Capstone that the pages of this book would be filled two times over.

As The University of Alabama has grown to the largest student population in its history, it has afforded students the opportunity to tap into vast resources and experiences. As students piece their puzzle together, they can find a smaller community within the larger campus that appeals to their interests, passions and aspirations. Opportunities abound all over campus—socially, culturally and academically.

Every student’s experience while attending UA will be different. You and I can remember our time on campus vividly, but the pieces all came together in different ways. We can agree, however, that our lives were changed while here, our futures formed and our spirits shaped into the people we are today.

The University of Alabama’s National Alumni Association is an integral piece of our alma mater. The National Alumni Association provides a way for you, our loyal alumni and friends, to remain engaged in and informed about our beloved university. I hope it stirs vivid memories of your time here on campus, and makes you proud of what this institution has become. I hope you always know that your membership in the National Alumni Association plays a key role in the many successes The University of Alabama enjoys. The programs highlighted in this booklet are made stronger because of you.

Your involvement helps current students piece their own puzzle together. I hope you will never forget what your support to the National Alumni Association means to countless students. I know I say it in each annual letter—but it bears repeating—your annual contributions are literally transforming young lives, as well as future generations. Due to your generosity, the National Alumni Association has, as of this writing, 556 scholarship endowments with a corpus value of over $46.1 million. As 2018–19 NAA President Linda Thomas mentioned, this will allow the NAA to award over $5 million to more than 2,700 students this academic year alone.

I want to take this opportunity to personally thank you for your support of the National Alumni Association and The University of Alabama. Together, we can continue to attract the best and brightest students and assure our place among the finest universities in the nation. We publish this booklet each year to honor you. Your member contributions totaled $2,236,914 in 2017. The following list recognizes our alumni and friends who gave unrestricted donations of $100 or more during 2017.

Thank you for your continued support and Roll Tide!

Calvin J. Brown, BS ’81, MA ’83
Director of Alumni Affairs
NATIONAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION DONORS

A list of donors from Jan. 1 through Dec. 31, 2017
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Simulation has been shown to be as effective as traditional clinical practice in preparing nursing students for their future careers. The Capstone College of Nursing offers a unique way for nursing students to gain valuable field experience. Its simulation program provides students the opportunity to work with patients in a safe environment. The catch, however, is that the patients are actually robotic mannequins programmed to behave like humans.

The simulated patients represent a variety of ages, and they range from those suffering from chronic illnesses to patients in critical condition. The obstetric simulator can even deliver a baby. As the nursing students advance in their studies, they may take on multiple patients at once, which teaches students how to properly manage time and produce the best possible outcome.

“Simulation has been shown to be as effective as traditional clinical practice in preparing nursing students for their future careers,” said Dr. Megan Lippe, assistant professor and simulation specialist.
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“Simulation has been shown to be as effective as traditional clinical practice in preparing nursing students for their future careers,” said Dr. Megan Lippe, assistant professor and simulation specialist.
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**SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK**

The University of Alabama School of Social Work students are offered a unique opportunity to get real world professional experience in policy and advocacy. Students from UA and its program partner, Ohio State University, travel to Washington, D.C., for two days to apply their knowledge of policy and advocacy by meetings with members of Congress and their staff.

“We train our students to do three-minute policy presentations on specific bills before Congress, along with a one page fact sheet on everything included on the bill,” said Carroll Phelps, instructor and field coordinator of the Washington, D.C., internship programs.

Students are given real world bills currently before Congress to advocate to government representatives.

“Students go into those offices, meet with a member of Congress or staffers, and they come back into our final session excited that their advocacy made an impact, saying ‘I did it! The member agreed to vote for the bill,’” Phelps said.
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Gene and Pat Watson
James Watson
Jonathan and Jennifer Watts
Don and Susan Weathers
Calvin Weaver Sr.
Edina and Ronnie Weaver
Steve and Kathryn Webb III
Bruce and Lee Ann Webster
Wade and Lisa Weeks
Craig and Kristie Weeks
Darryl Wells
Judson and Barbara Wells Sr.
Al Wesley
Eric and Joy West
Kerry Westbrook
Terry and Kimberly Westmoreland
Kathy and Bertram Wetzel
Mary Whalen
Anne-Marie Whately
Paul and Cathy Whatley Jr.
Jack and Mary Whetstone
Noah and Hali Whetstone
Pat and Joyce Whetstone
Kevin and Laura Whitaker
Jerry and Carol White
Charles and Martha White Jr.
Joy White
Brian and Christina White
Sherry White
Ray White
Nicky Whitehead
Dorye Wiersma
Robert and Ruth Wilbanks III
Michelle and Michael Wilensky
Eric and Myra Wilhite
Carvetta Williams
Cheryl and Jeremy Williams
Freddie and Judy Williams
Vicki Williams
Huey Wilson Jr.
Pamela Wilson
Paul and Sheila Wilson
Walter Wilson III
Jeffrey and Sharon Windham
Stephen and Mary Windom
Edward Wise
John and Lilellen Wise Sr.
Katie and Robert Wolverton
Carolyn Wood
Kirk and Jo Wood
Phillip and Jill Wood
Robert and Rhonda Woodall
Felton and Jean Woodham
Amber and Levi Woodroof
Jonathan and Virginia Worrell
Allison Wright
Jeffrey and LaPearl Wright
Jimmy and Jane Wright
Lynn and Elaine Wright
W. Haig and Robin Wright II
Jackie Wusak
Ronald and Mary Wyatt
John and Catharine Wynner III
Charles and Marsha Yates
Allen and Cindy Yeilding
Allen Yeilding Jr.
Eugene and Norma Ymolek
"They do most of the work of Engage Tuscaloosa—the ideas, the labor, the organization, the communications—I get to advise, ask questions to encourage and direct and then watch their success,” said Vicki Holt, coordinator of educational outreach in the Honors College and director for Engage Tuscaloosa. “It allows our students to apply themselves to issues in a community and see what can be done and the differences they can make.”
Max and Nancy Austin Jr.
Riley and Ashley Austin
Thomas Austin
Warren and Alisa Austin
Jamie and Tanya Autry
Jimmy and Julia Autry
Donald and Lynda Avant
John and Rose Averett
Randy and Milla Averett
Daniel and Heather Avery
Jim and Mary Averett
Jon and Kristi Awad
Larry and Donna Ayers
Skip and Susan Ayers
Antoine and Frances Ayoub
Dean and Julia Azar
James and Linda Azar
Theo and Jenny Baars III
June and Rodney Baber
Daniel and Katie Babin
Virgil and Joan Baccus
Kimberly and Kent Back
Joselyn Bacon
Jeffrey and Carrie Badger
Peter and Catherine Badger
David and Sharyn Bae
Susan and Robert Bagby
Beau Baggett
Benjamin and April Baggett
Evans and Maggie Baggett
Lowell and Joy Baggett
Mark and Sandra Baggett
William and Lee Baggett
Alan and Priscilla Bagwell
Clifford and Trudy Bagwell
Keith and Ebony Bagwell
Alan Bailey
Ginger Bailey and Timothy Wright
Harold and Virginia Bailey
Jackson Bailey
James and Susan Bailey Jr.
Jane Bailey
Jeannetta Bailey
Marcus and Sharon Bailey
Max and Mary Julia Bailey
Rusian and Joanne Bailey
Sarah Bailey
Steve and Mary Bailey
William and Cheryl Bailey
Yarde and Kim Bailey
Frank and Philippa Bainbridge
Jack and Leanne Bains Jr.
Phyllis Baird
Bobby and Kathy Baker
Brandyn and Sarah Baker
Calvin Baker
Charles and Ann Baker
Dan and Beth Baker
Frank and Deeleen Baker Jr.
James and Mary Baker
John and Regenia Baker
Susan and Wade Baker
John and Linda Balabanos
Robert Baldwin Jr.
Rejeta Balentine
Thomas Bales
Cassie and Gary Ball
Richard and Priscilla Ball Jr.
Larry and Lynn Ballantine
Richard and Laura Ballard
Vance Ballard
Jon and Josephine Ballenger Jr.
Charles and Joyce Ballew
Cordley and Ethelene Ballinger
Robert and Virginia Ballinger
Roland Ballow
Donald and Maylene Bambarger
James and Greta Bambarger
Craig Bambarger
Paul and Brooke Banister
Bety Banks
Jerry Banks
Lawrence Banks
Michael and Alicia Banks
Dennis and Penny Barbakow
Mike and Danielle Barrett
Jody and Mary Barber
Gabriel and Ann Barbier-Mueller
Faith Barcroft
Greg Bare
Phillip and Susan Bare
Faye and William Barfield
Bob Barfield
Nan Barganier
Jim and Mary Barger
Walter and Bette Bargeron Sr.
Bradley and Belinda Barkshale
Dorothy Barkshale
Monique Barkshale
William and Lea Barkshale IV
Paul and Kathleen Barletta
Carol and Deborah Barnes
David and Carolyn Barnes
John and Gail Barnes
Kevin and Jennifer Barnes
Randall and Jamie Barnes
Thomas Barnes
Bob Barnett
Mary and Chris Barnett
Peter Barnett
Preston and Aurelia Barnett
Rhonda Barnett
Una Ray Barnett
Chris and Cathy Barnette
Harry and Virginia Barr
Herbert and Joyce Barr Sr.
John Barr
Debra and Mark Barrentine
John Barrentine and Charles Marquardt
Ellen and Thamar Barnett
Jennifer Barringer
Scott Barrow
Scott and Jennie Barrow
Brian and Pam Barry
Deed and Jack Barry
Margaret and Patrick Barry
Samuel Bartle
George and Monica Bartlett
William and Virginia Bartlett
Greg and Laurie Barntett
Russell Barton
Dianna and Emerson Bascomb
Gregory and Susan Basden
Kathryn and Robert Baskin
Kenny and Sheri Baskins
Daniel and Alana Bass
Frank and Allison Bass
Katie Basset
Andres and Lisa Basso
Mike Baswell
Steven and Linda Baswell
Andrea Batchelor
Bill and Margie Bateman
Catherine Bates
Jeffrey Bates and Carol Emlich-Bates
Shannon and Robert Bates
Bradley and Julie Bath
Don and Mary Batrich
Carolyn Battle
Bill and Mary Battle
Christopher Battles
Jerry Battles
Brian and Colleen Bauer
Byron and Linda Bauer
Layton and Kristie Bauer
Robert and Pamela Baugh
Michelle Baughn
Dennis and Ann Baxendale
Bill and Michele Baxley
Keener and Mary Baxley
Phillip and Mary Baxley
Billy and Janet Baxter
Kacey Baxter
Chris and Valerie Bayham
Neil and Cathy Baylian
William and Malinda Bayne
Meghan Bazemore
Lisa Bazzell
John Beale
James and Gloria Beall
Brian and Mary Bean
Lisa and Joe Bean
Stacy and Richard Bean
Daisy and Bowman Bear
Brenda Beal
Todd and Marilyn Beal
Bennett and Amy Bearden
Charles Bearden Jr.
Cathy Beasley
Dewayne Beasley
Ernest Beasley
Jere and Sara Beasley
Lyle and Lisa Beasley
George and Lynda Beason Jr.
Robert Beattie
William Beatty
Stephen Beatty
Harmon Beauchamp
Johnny and Donna Beauchamp
John Beaulieu
Aletha and Vernon Beaver
Carla and Mike Beavers
Ginger Beazley
Steven Beckham
Jerry and Kathy Beckman
Virginia Beckworth
Ann Bedsale
William and Dorothy Bedsale
Helen Becker
Daniel and Mary Margaret Beggs
Gregory and Leigh Belcher
John and Anne Belding Jr.
Jerry and Loreta Belk
Danny and Donna Bell
John Bell
Joseph and Sara Bell Jr.
Mary and Williams Bell
Todd and Jennifer Bell
William and Catherine Bell
Wills and Carol Bell III
Keith Belt Jr.
Vince Benavides
Luvania Bender
Doyle and Sandra Benefield
Taylor Benefield
Annie Benise
Tyler Benitone
Donna and Warren Benjamin
Beth Bennet
Betsy and John Bennett
Jefferson and Joan Bennett
John and Beverly Bennett
Kyle and Lacy Bennett
Thomas and Paula Bennett
Olivia Bensinger
Patricia Benson
Edward and Margaret Bentley Jr.
Jarrod Bentley
Sidney Benton
Bruce and Joan Berger
Steven Berger
Mark and Jennifer Bergert
David and Chris Bergman
Kenneth Bergman
Rachel Bergman
Ken and Nathalie Beringer
Bruce and Ela Berkow
Peter and Katherine Bernelt
Philip and Andrea Bernerd
Mary Bernheim
Ann Berry
Dudley and Tyler Berry
Jeffrey and Paula Berry
Raymond Berry
Robert Berry
Stephen and Nicole Berry
Brenda Berryman
Billy and Gwen Bethune
Charles and Martha Betts
Mary Bevill
Lewis and Karen Bevillé
Rue Beyer
Fred and Jan Biasini
Terry and Ann Bice
Tera Biddle
Joan Bigelow
Nancy and Joseph Biggio
Chuck and Cathy Billings
Kimberly and Barry Billings
Jane Bird
Paula Bird
Carol Birdsong
Barbara Birmingham
Lindsay Birs
Allen and Donna Bishop
Evelyn and Everett Bishop
Glenn Bishop
Linda Bishop
Mike Bishop
Alan and Kimberly Bivens
Bruce and Mary Bizosco
Faye Black
Frances Black
Jacob Black
Jo/Ann Black
Marcel and Martha Black
Mike Black
Carol Black
Ivy Blackmon
Kollie and Tommy Blackmon
Wesley and Liz Blakshere
James Blackstock
Clarence Blackwell
Gordon Blackwell Jr.
Keith and Debby Blackwell
Micky and Billie Blackwell
“We train students to be able to not just find sources that we make available through library resources, but to evaluate information that they find—you know, it’s difficult to ascertain authority in this crazy information environment that currently exists in the modern world,” Pearce said.
Gene and Leslie Cash
Steve and Pam Cash
Diane Cashatt
Anthony and Yvette Cashio
Charles Cassmus III
Al and Jennifer Cason
John Caspers
Joe Cassidy Sr.
Joe Cassidy Jr.
Sheila Cassady
William and Regina Cassady
Richard and Melana Cassell
Linda Cassity
John and Beth Castleberry
Stephen and Debbie Castleberry
Mary Virginia Cater
Brian Cates
Gary Catlett
Thomas Catlin Jr. and Katherine Goldstein
Thomas and Jane Cato
Lillian Cauble
Carl and Chris Caughran II
Mickey and Monica Cauley
Josh Cavender
Rhonda Caviedes
Chip and Susan Cayce
Annette Cederholm
Kyle and Jess Cermak
Walter and Elena Cervantes
Gilbert and Sharon Chadwell
Mark and Connie Chaffin
Ladd Chain
Shirley Chalkley
Fred and Linda Chamberlain
Conelia and Michael Chambers
Donald and Maggie Chambers
Joseph Chambers
Milford and Julie Chambers
Richard and Kimberly Chambers
Steve and Martha Chambers
William and Teresa Chambers
Charles Chambers Jr.
Bobbi and Melanie Chambliss
Clyde and Tara Chambliss Jr.
Joe and Gertie Chambliss
Gregory and Laura Champion
Michael and Alisa Champion Sr.
Allison and Carlyle Chandler
Barbara Chandler
James Chandler
Linda Chandler
Phil and Jennifer Chandler
Kim and Maureen Chaney
Michael and Deborah Channell
Gregory and Laura Chapman
Jennifer and Timothy Chapman
Lewis and Merri Chapman Jr.
Mamie Chapman
Martha Chapman and Timothy Peacock
Robert Chapman
Truett and Martha Chapman Sr.
William and Patsy Chapman II
Michael and Susan Chappell
Seaborn and Mary Chappell
Allan Chappelle
Charles and Betty Chard
David and Phuoc Pham Charleston
Janene Chase
David and Elaine Chastain
Davey Chastang
Todd Cheatham
Ronald Chemerynski
Bo and Quyan Chen
William and May Chen
James and Adelaide Cherry III
Mark and Lisa Chesnut
Michael and Leslie Chesnut
William and Janis Chesnut
Charles and Erin Chesnut
Rodney Chester
Albert and Donna Chieves
Ronald and Kim Childers Jr.
Stacey Childers-Fitzgerald
Ron Childree
George and Beverley Childress
Scott and Jennifer Childress
Hoyt and Sandra Childs Jr.
Henry and Gwen Chiles
Kimberly Chiles
Dianna and Joseph Chinnici
Jeffrey and Julie Chirwood
John Chodacki
Woo-Baeg and Shin-Aee Choi
Jim and Carole Chomicz
Faye Christenberry
Aaron and Rebe Christian Jr.
Franklin and Pauline Christian
Eric and Christine Christie
Bryan and Bright Christopher
Henry and Mary Christopher Jr.
Sam and Yvonne Christopher
Tom Christopher
Thomas Christy
Bob and Younghee Chudy
Gary and Mary Chunn
Gene and Angie Chunn
Keith Chunn
John and Susan Churchill
Susan Church-Jamesson
Richard and Jeannie Ciemny
Regina and Thomas Ciesla
Anthony and Holli Cialla
Mitch and Monya Claborn
Dana and Wayne Claburn
William Clark
Nancy and William Clafin
Alan and Marty Clark
Charles and Sherrill Clark Jr.
Christopher Clark
Doug and Connie Clark
Gary and Beth Clark
James Clark
Jimmie Clark
Karen and Douglas Clark
Lillian Clark
Michael and Cindy Clark
Mike Clark
Peyton and Susan Clark
Phillip and Connie Clark Jr.
Rea and Debra Clark
Richard Clark
Sarah Clark
Sunny Clark
Teressa and Kerry Clark
Jerry and Cybil Clary
Leslie Claybrook
Jimmy and Wanda Clayton
Ronnie and Patricia Clayton
Ted and Charlotte Clayton
James Cleghorn III
Barbara Cleino
Pamela and John Cleland
David and Karen Clem Sr.
Charles Clements
Christopher Clements
John and Janis Clements
Landy and Jan Clendenon Jr.
Julia Cleveland
Lynn and Robert Cleveland
Mary Cleveland
Bill and Carol Cleverdon
Lawrence Clifford
Charles and Louise Cline
Fred and Irene Close Jr.
Any Cloyd
Clarice Coats
Dickson and Sherry Coats
Ann and Dick Cobb
James and Janette Cobb
Lindsey Cobb
Neely and Sally Coble III
John and Jeanette Cocharo
Collette Cochran
John and Barbara Cochran
John and Carolyn Cochran
John and Mary Cochran
James and Theresa Coke
Lucinda Cockrell
Ricky and Elizabeth Cockrum
John and Helen Cocosri
Dick Coffee III
Caren Coffy-McCormick
Oliver and Judith Coggin
Charles Coggins
Eliot and Bonnie Cohen
Mark and Lynne Cohen
Tiffany Cohen
Adelia Coker
Chad and Catherine Coker
Katherine Coker-Patton and Jeff Patton
Joseph Colbert
Luke Colburn
Barbara Cole
Bobby and Wanda Cole
Charles and Judy Cole
David and Judy Cole
Doug and Katherine Cole
Jeremy and Kim Cole
Steven and Angela Cole
Weldon and Delores Cole
Brit Coleman
Glen Coleman
James Coleman
Michael and Robin Coleman
Richard and Sherry Coleman
Robert Coleman
Tina Coleman
William and Johnnie Coleman
Wynne and Dianne Coleman
Ventura and Lisbeth Collin
Charlie and Cheryl Collat
Tyron Colley
Ezma Collier
Joe and Judy Collier
Roger and Mindy Collier
Angela Collins
Bert and Marie Collins
Dave and Phyllis Collins
Douglas and Kelly Collins
Johnny and Traci Collins
Kenny Collins
Mary and Ray Collins
Robert Collins
Geoffrey and Romi Colton
Billy and Margie Colvin
Michael and Victoria Colvin
Tommy and Linda Combs
Camilla and James Comerford
David and Lynn Commander
Juan Common
Collins and Jennifer Comperre
Charles and Roberta Compton
Joseph Compton Jr.
Paul and Dana Compton
William and Mary Compton Jr.
Mike and Patricia Conaway
Kristi Coneammon
Gary and Mary Ann Conchin
Laura Coudra
Anne and C.E. Conlin
Michael and Tonia Connell
David and Karen Conner
Gordon and Mary Conner
Lauren Conner
Marti Conner
Patrick and Lucile Conner
Susan and Steve Conner
Bryce Connor
Christopher and Faris Connors
Jan Connor
Sylvia Connors
Chuck and Michael Conour
James and Patricia Conrad III
John and Elizabeth Conway III
Katherine and Frank Connell
Hewitt and Diane Conwill
Leslie Conwill
Bruce and Loretta Cook
Charles Cook
Dabian and Kimberly Cook
Janice Cook
Jeffrey Cook
Jerry and Felicia Cook
Kathryn Cook
Phil Cook
Sallie Cook
Jeff and Lisa Cooke
Hugh and Dina Cooley Jr.
Arthur Cooper
Bob and Patricia Cooper
Earl and Mandy Cooper
Gayland Cooper
Jill Cooper
John and Jean Cooper
Mark and Kathy Cooper
Mary Ann Cooper
Robert and Bonnie Cooper
Skip and Tanya Cooper
Walter Cooper Jr.
Glenda Copeland
Wally Copeland
Wayne and Carol Coppege
Ron and Rita Coppock
Marcia and Charles Corbitt
Virginia Cord
Jim and Betty Cordell
Jeffrey Cordray
Linda Core
Brad and Susan Cork
Janel and Edwin Corley
Louis and Michelle Corley III
Jim and Geneva Cormany
Charles and Carol Cornelius
Essell Cornelius and Frances Noel
Rebecca Cornelius
James and Sarah Corum
Clay and Carol Corvin
program. Those students will put together a scene, a monologue or a musical theater number to showcase their talents to agents. Feedback. Graduate and undergraduate students who participate in the program will start their training in the fall for the spring window into what the rest of their lives will be.”

“The experience is the capstone of their time here,” Panitch said. “Whether something comes out of it or not, it’s a small window into what the rest of their lives will be.”

The two-day event offers students a first-hand experience of what talent agents are looking for and students gain valuable feedback. Graduate and undergraduate students who participate in the program will start their training in the fall for the spring program. Those students will put together a scene, a monologue or a musical theater number to showcase their talents to agents.
Don and Jane Gann
Sam Gannaway
Herbert and Toye Gunnion Jr.
Dan Gant
Fred Gant
John and Schuyler Gant Jr.
Vicki Gant
Zhiming Gao and Qi Lin
Joyce Gardner
Joseph and Martha Gardner
Kathy Gardner and Rushing Green Jr.
Pamela Gardner
Ronald and Mickey Gardner
Charles and JoAnn Gargis
Donald and Brenda Garner
John and Candace Garner
Jon Garner
William and Vicki Garner
Ginger Garrett
Brinda Garrigan
Michael and Barbara Garrigan
Alline Garrison
James and Kathy Garrison Jr.
Phillip and Jacklyn Garrison
Angela Garrit
Russell and Sharon Garside
Robert Garst
William and Linette Garton
Curtis Gary
Joshua Garza
Raul and Mary Garza
Robert and Penny Garzaek
Don and Mary Gasch
Darrin and Susan Gashaw
Arvid and G. Gaston
Apa and Jenny Gaston
James and Cindy Gates
Kenneth Gates
Carol and Alex Gatewood
Charlotte Gattoozzi
Thomas and Nancy Gatts
Raymond and Kathy Gauger
Sheila Gaymon
Gregory Geary
Harriet Gee
John and Cindy Geer III
Gerald Geist
Terry and Jane Gelonece
Kristy and Leonard Genco
Greg and Mary Jo Gentek
John Genter
John and Carol Gentry
Kathy and Kenneth Gentry
Marvin and Carolyn Gentry
Robert and Martha George
William and Kathy George
Lisa Gerrios-Rohl
Linda Germany Kramer and Wayne Kramer
Marcia and James Gettys
Henry and Diannah Gewin
William Gewirtz
Ira and Judi Gewirtzman
Pete Giambroce
Lawrence Giardina
Joe and Tina Gibbs
John and Nancy Gibbs
Powell Gibbs
Christie Gibson
Kevin and Morgan Gibson
Sandra and Michael Gibson
Theopluis and Aprile Gibson Sr.
Jennifer Hayes, program manager for UAEC, “No two students will have the same experience with UAEC, given the options they can take. One of the most attractive aspects of UAEC is the flexibility and individual academic path each student can take,” said Hayes. “Students can continue into the summer after high school graduation. UA Early College (UAEC) is an opportunity for students to begin their college career while still in high school, earning up to 30 credit hours by taking college courses online or on campus. Students can begin as early as the summer after ninth grade and have enjoyed the variety of classes offered after participating in UAEC.”
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The Three Minute Thesis (3MT) is a graduate research competition that gives UA graduate students the opportunity to present their thesis topic to an audience and a panel of judges. As opposed to other research presentations, which range from specialization conferences to department-wide presentations, the 3MT gets the students in front of the public—a larger and broader audience.

The judges of the competition, which include the previous year’s winner, decide which student explains their research in the most clear and compelling way, and the program teaches students how to engage and educate others in a simple and concise manner.

“Even though The University of Alabama has a very strong undergraduate program, the graduate students are exceptional, and they are a large part of this University,” said Cori Perdue, director of graduate school programs. “They’re teaching and they’re doing research and they’re doing service, and the 3MT gets them out in front of the public. It gives the undergraduates and the faculty and the staff a way to connect with their research and just learn about all these different things that people are doing. And then it gives the graduate students a spotlight in an exciting way for them to show the hundreds of hours of things they’ve done in their labs to the rest of the University.”
Ray and Viola Johnston
Neil and Ashley Johnston Sr.
Jessica Johnston
Jerry and Linda Johnston
Gary Johnston
Alan and Jennifer Johnston
William and Carolyn Johnston Jr.
Nancy and Marvin Julich
Nancy and Stephen Kineaid
Macey and Amelia Johnston III
Mary Johnston
Mary Johnson
Nixa and Christina Johnson
Norman and Tracy Johnson
Orson Johnson
Patricia Johnson
Richard Johnson Jr.
Roy Johnson
Scott and Kimberly Johnson
Steve and Karen Johnson
Thomas Johnson Jr.
Tommy and Holly Johnson
Tony and Tonja Johnson
Wendy and Brian Johnson
William and Carolyn Johnson Jr.
Alan and Jennifer Johnston
Gary Johnston
Jerry and Linda Johnston
Jessica Johnston
Neil and Ashley Johnston Sr.
Presley and Shelby Johnston
Ray and Viola Johnston
Ronald and Becky Johnston
Ronny Johnston
Charles and Gloria Joiner
Dexter and Rhea Joiner
Melvin and Lois Joiner
Mary Jolley
Phyllis Jolley
Steven and Teresa Jolley
James Jolly Jr.
John and Jeanette Jolly
Adam and Pamela Jones
Alessandra Jones
Andrei and Elizabeth Jones
Andrew and Sabrina Jones
Anita Jones
Arthur and Margaret Jones III
Barry and Melissa Jones
Brock and Anne Jones
Bryan and Natalie Jones
Buz and Linda Jones III
Carol Jones
Carolyn Jones
Charles and Andrea Jones
Chris Jones
Cindy and Brian Jones
David and Kathy Jones
David and Teresa Jones Jr.
Don and Trani Jones
Edward and Joyce Jones Jr.
Larry and Edie Jones
James and Tina Jones
James and Susan Jones III
Jeff and Patti Jones
Jeremiah and Stacey Jones
Judy Jones
Kathryn Jones
Kay Jones
Keith Jones
Lee and Sharon Jones
Lester and Eddie Jones
Marcus and Joyce Jones Jr.
Mary Lee and Peter Jones
Matthew and Emily Jones
Patrice and Tom Jones
Paul and Susan Jones
Ralph and Cecilia Jones
Robert and Linda Jones
Shelley Jones
Sherry and Richard Jones
Sara Jones
Tarja Jones
Tommy Jones
Tom and Linda Jones
Vann Jones
William and Amelia Jones Jr.
William and Glynda Jones Jr.
Alan and Rhonda Jordan
Cathy Jordan
Donald Jordan
Elizabeth and Wayne Jordan
Phil Jordan III
Cathy and Brad Jorgensen
Carlo and Dianne Joseph III
John and Lori Joseph
Leonard and Paula Jowers
Joe and Beth Joyner
Sammy and Susan Jadah
Murphy, Judith
Nancy and Marvin Julich
Vincent and Laura June
Brent and Sandy Junge
Clatus Junkin
Dan and Elizabeth Junkin
Bill and Pat Jessup
John and Anne Jermundsen
Daniel Jett
Dwight and Karen Jett Jr.
James Jett
Sherry Jett
Cong Jiang
Peter Joffrion
Andrew Johanson
Bobby and Karen Johns
Harry Johnsey
Amy Johnson
Billy and Mandy Johnson
Brad Johnson
Brenda Johnson
Charles and Virginia Johnson
Dale and Tarron Johnson
Dian Johnson
Elwood and Lorie Johnson
Garry and Katherine Johnson
Jason and Charlene Johnson
Jim and Gina Johnson
Joey and Lee Johnson
John and Leslie Johnson Jr.
Joseph and Betty Johnson
Joseph and Hope Johnson Jr.
Joseph and Sandra Johnson
Joyce Johnson
Judith Johnson
Nicole Johnson
Donald and Kathy Johnson
Macey and Amelia Johnston
Marie Johnston
Mary Johnsen
Moriah Johnsen
Mary Johnson
Lisa Johnson
Mike Johnson
Phyllis Johnson
Deborah Johnson
Sheila Johnson
Steve Johnson
Toni Johnson
William Johnson
Michael Johnson
Robert Johnson
Sherry Johnson
Terri Johnson
Todd Johnson
Wendy Johnson
Will Johnson
William Johnson
Davis Johnson
Bill Johnson
Daniel Johnson
Elwood Johnson
Helen Johnson
Jeanine Johnson
Betty Johnson
Bob Johnson
Charles Johnson
David Johnson
Don Johnson
Greg Johnson
Jim Johnson
John Johnson
Joseph Johnson
John and Mary Johnson
Brownie and Edward Jeffries
John and Therese Jeffries
Joel and Elizabeth Jenkins
Robert Jenkins
Kimberly Jennett
Carolyn Jennings
Michael Jennings
Sean Jennings
WARNER and Frances Jennings
Wade Jenrette
David and Andrea Jensen Sr.
Dawn Jespersen
Bill and Pat Jessup
John and Anne Jermundsen
Daniel Jett
Dwight and Karen Jett Jr.
James Jett
Sherry Jett
Cong Jiang
Peter Joffrion
Andrew Johanson
Bobby and Karen Johns
Harry Johnsey
Amy Johnson
Billy and Mandy Johnson
Brad Johnson
Brenda Johnson
Charles and Virginia Johnson
Dale and Tarron Johnson
Dian Johnson
Elwood and Lorie Johnson
Garry and Katherine Johnson
Jason and Charlene Johnson
Jim and Gina Johnson
Joey and Lee Johnson
John and Leslie Johnson Jr.
Joseph and Betty Johnson
Joseph and Hope Johnson Jr.
Joseph and Sandra Johnson
Joyce Johnson
Judith Johnson
Nicole Johnson
Donald and Kathy Johnson
Macey and Amelia Johnston III
Marie Johnston
Mary Johnson
Nixa and Christina Johnson
Norman and Tracy Johnson
Orson Johnson
Patricia Johnson
Richard Johnson Jr.
Roy Johnson
Scott and Kimberly Johnson
Steve and Karen Johnson
Thomas Johnson Jr.
Tommy and Holly Johnson
Tony and Tonja Johnson
Wendy and Brian Johnson
William and Carolyn Johnson Jr.
Al and Jennifer Johnston
Gary Johnston
Jerry and Linda Johnston
Jessica Johnston
Neil and Ashley Johnston Sr.
Presley and Shelby Johnston
Ray and Viola Johnston
Ronald and Becky Johnston
Ronny Johnston
Charles and Gloria Joiner
Dexter and Rhea Joiner
Melvin and Lois Joiner
Mary Jolley
Phyllis Jolley
Steven and Teresa Jolley
James Jolly Jr.
John and Jeanette Jolly
Adam and Pamela Jones
Alessandra Jones
Andrei and Elizabeth Jones
Andrew and Sabrina Jones
Anita Jones
Arthur and Margaret Jones III
Barry and Melissa Jones
Brock and Anne Jones
Bryan and Natalie Jones
Buz and Linda Jones III
Carol Jones
Carolyn Jones
Charles and Andrea Jones
Chris Jones
Cindy and Brian Jones
David and Kathy Jones
David and Teresa Jones Jr.
Don and Trani Jones
Edward and Joyce Jones Jr.
Larry and Edie Jones
James and Tina Jones
James and Susan Jones III
Jeff and Patti Jones
Jeremiah and Stacey Jones
Judy Jones
Kathryn Jones
Kay Jones
Keith Jones
Lee and Sharon Jones
Lester and Eddie Jones
Marcus and Joyce Jones Jr.
Mary Lee and Peter Jones
Matthew and Emily Jones
Patrice and Tom Jones
Paul and Susan Jones
Ralph and Cecilia Jones
Robert and Linda Jones
Shelley Jones
Sherry and Richard Jones
Sara Jones
Tarja Jones
Tommy Jones
Tom and Linda Jones
Vann Jones
William and Amelia Jones Jr.
William and Glynda Jones Jr.
Alan and Rhonda Jordan
Cathy Jordan
Donald Jordan
Elizabeth and Wayne Jordan
Phil Jordan III
Cathy and Brad Jorgensen
Carlo and Dianne Joseph III
John and Lori Joseph
Leonard and Paula Jowers
Joe and Beth Joyner
Sammy and Susan Jadah
Murphy, Judith
Nancy and Marvin Julich
Vincent and Laura June
Brent and Sandy Junge
Clatus Junkin
Dan and Elizabeth Junkin
William Just and Marie Moore
Daniel and Kimberly Justice
Thomas and Cynthia Kabalin
Carolyn Kahler
Elizabeth Kalmus
Maurice and Lucy Kahlmus Jr.
Christopher and Angela Kaiser
Daniel Kaiser
Nabajyoti and Manjula Kalati
Jayshri Kala
Anil Kalavakolanu
Mary Kalbac
William and Pat Kallenbach
Yogi and Margie Kamburis
Esta Diane and James Kamplain
Robert and Denise Kann
Joseph and Juadon Kaplan
Michael and Carolyn Kapsmalis
Andrew Karabinos
George Kardasen Jr.
Mark Karolczyn
Janice Karrh
Julia Ann Kaseh
Mark and Kathy Kassens
Andrew and Laurie Kassman
David and Jean Kassouf
Gerard and Nazha Kassouf
Bob Katch
Sharon and Ralph Katona
Brian and Lisa Katz
Jonathan Katz
Angela Katzen
Ernest and Shellye Kaufmann II
Karen and Ronald Kay
Marc and Lara Keahey
Carolyn and Don Kearns
Kent Keasler
Mary Keatley
Thomas Keating
LaVonda Keel
Marcus and Brenda Keen
Tomy and Sue Keene
Kenneth and Angie Keener
Curtiss Kejley
Mary Keim
Charles and Paula Keith
Chris and Cara Keith
Denise and Charley Keith
Ronald Keith
Stephen and Kathyn Keith Jr.
Wayne Keith
Shirley Kelce
Steve and Tina Kellar
James and Beverly Kellen Jr.
Al and Annette Keller
Kim and Cookie Keller
Andrea Kelley
Carolyn Kelley
Christopher Kelley
Christopher and Amy Kelley
Jim Kelley
Leigh Kelley
Mark and Miyoko Kelley
Shane and Debra Kelley
Stone Kelley and Chip McLeod
Verdie and Jacqueline Kelley
Bruce and Shannon Kelley
Debbie Gayle and John Kelly
Diana Kelly
Donna Kelly
Jack Kelly
Joe and Sheila Kelly
John Kelly
Kevin and Linda Kelly
Rachel and Will Kelly
Robert Kelly
Susan Kelly
Cooper Kelsoe
James and Jenelle Kelsoe
Frank and Patsy Kendall Jr.
Tom and Alice Kendall
Dennis Kendrick
Mark and April Kendrick Sr.
Richard Kemnamer
William and Jane Kemnamer
Carl and Marsha Kennedy
Scott and Karla Kennedy
Jim and Nancy Kennemer
James and Nancy Kinsinger
Gaston and Glenda Kent
Kari Keplinger
Glover Kerlin
Bill and Barbara Kerrigan
Byron and Pamela Kersey Sr.
Mark and Linda Kershall
Bob and Patricia Kerzic
Joshua Kesling
Ron and Mary Kesterson
Lloyd and Gwendolyn Keuler
Betty Key
Bruce and Judy Key
Martha and David Keys
Bruce and Brigitte Kiddler
Victoria Kilcawley
Robert and Judy Kile Jr.
Joe and Gloria Kiley
Alan and Leah Kilfoyle
Holly Kilgore
Robert and Elizabeth Kilgore
Kenneth and Nancy Kilgrove
Don Killingsworth
Kevin and Lanise Killingsworth
Harold and Vicki Kilpatrick
Patty Kimbel
Bruce and Cynthia Kimbrell
James and Corrine Kimbrell Jr.
Don and Linda Kimbrough
Hardie and Deanna Kimbrough
Jennifer and William Kimbrough
Dwight and Mary Kimerling
Michael and Jennifer Kimmett
Leslie and Stephen Kineaid
Andrew and Anne Elizabeth King
Benjamin King III
Brenda King
Carole and Lowell King
Clinton King
David and Lynn King
Donna King
Earle and Jean King
Henry and Melinda King
James King Jr. and Martha Crowther
Julia King
Mary-Ellen King
Patton and Dorrie King
Randy and Kathie King
Robert and Laura King
Roger King
Sara and Steven King
Steven King
Susan and Austin King
Tim and Katherine King
Tom and Marsha King Jr.
Winfred King
Wayne and Gwendolyn Kingery
Peter and Denise Kingsford
Sharon and Joseph Kinnaird
Laura Kinnett
Susan and Daniel Kinney
Elizabeth and David Kinsaul
Raymond and Jane Kinsaul Jr.
Briana Kinsey
Reginald Kinsey and Jeniece Prather-Kinsey
Chandler Kirby
Cliff Kirby
Jeffrey and Jenny Kirby
Roger and Margaret Kirby
Suzanne Kirby
Thomas and Kristy Kirby
Dale and Charles Kirch
Martin Kircus
Buddy and Emily Kirk
Brett Kirkham
Carla and Franklin Kirkham
Brian and Deandra Kirkland
Cynthia Kirkland
John and Gail Kirkland
Lisa Kirkland
Paul Kirkland
Dennis Kirkpatrick
Joey and Caroline Kirkpatrick
Mark Kirkpatrick
Melinda Kirkpatrick
Ronald and Debbie Kirkpatrick Jr.
Thomas and Eloise Kiggen
Richard Kish
Stephen Kishok
Hazel Kisor
Stephen and Dana Kittleson
M.A. and Sherry Kittrell
Elaine Klein
Stan Kline
Whitney Klinefelt
Dana Kling
Harry and Vivian Klinger
Pamela Klinner and Gregory Bubalo
Michael and Pamela Klister
Mary Klockenemper
Larry and Karen Kloess
Larry Kloess Jr.
Edward and Rusvelia Knight
Elmer Knight
John and Charlotte Knight Jr.
Kenneth Knight
Michael and Margaret Knight
Phillip and Jeanette Knight
Shay and Troy Knight
Shonna and Bob Knight
William and Betty Knight
Jospeh and Tammy Knoch
Renee and Douglas Knoll
William Knox
Patrick Koch
Betsy Koehler
Rebecca Kontel
Ginger Kontos
Clark and Alecia Kontzen II
Ronald Koontz
David and Jenny Kopf
Jacob Kornman and Sandy Linver
Roehelle and Michael Koslin
Ronald Kovack
Susan and Randy Kraft
Nona Kramer
Richard and Manette Kramer
Anne and Bruce Krantz
James Krapf Sr.
Barry Kraselsky
William and Bettye Kreh III
Holly Kreisler
Susan and Jay Krell
David and Fiona Kress
Keith and Gwen Kriegel
Kevin and Kim Krieger
Albert and Jane Krienke
Bill and Sally Krochalis
George and Judith Kronenberg
Randy and Kathy Kruchten
Jack Krueger
Ken Kadon
Charles and Karen Kuehn
Steve and Pamela Kulback
Joseph and Miko Kulovitz
Michael Kulovitz
Paula Kwasha
Chris and Shelley Kyle
Fearn and Jane LaBan
Steven and Abbe Laboda
Robert and India Lacey
Tom and Nancy Lacey
William and Michele Lacey
Donald and Peggy Lacy
Robert and Suzanne Ladka
Sam Zaillowit and Kathleen LaFlore
Jiminy and Shirley LaFoy
Ashley and Matthew Laird
Phillip and Nancy Laird
Arthur and Pamela Lake
Robin and Gator Lake
Anthony Lally
Jayna Lamar
Bibb Lamar
Frank Lamb
Alva Lambert
Donald and Bobbie Lambert
Melissa Lambert
Kelley and Edwin Lambrerth
Thomas and Nancy Lambricht
James Lamon
Lynn and Kenneth Lampe
Beatrice Lampkin
Greg and Trish Land
Louis Landau Jr.
Terri and Steve Landwehr
Earl and Jo Lane
Garrett and Nikki Lane
Kathy Lane
William Lane Jr.
Jeremy and Terisa Lang
Kay Lang
Martha and Ken Lang
Theresa Lang
Vanessa Langan
Charles and Toni Langford III
Charles and Sonja Langham
Keith Langston
Wayne and Linda Langston
Lonnie and Patricia Lankford
Ron and Betty Lankford
Terry and Sandra Lanter
Thomas and Tammye Lantrip
Jerome Lapidus
Bill and Daria Lapp
Larry and Judy LaPray
Apolin and Margarita Lara
Herbert and Nancy Larnerd
Martin LaRocca
Curtis and Chrys Larsen
Robert and Ginger LaRue
Karen Lary
Mark and Sybil Lasker
Mark and Mischelle Lasserer
Mary Lasseter
Christine Lassiter
Frank Lassiter
James and Bessie Lassiter
Lance Lassiter
Jeffrey and Lauren Latham
Emory Latta
George and Sandra Laubenthal Jr.
George and Susan Lauderdale
Grant and Elizabeth Lauderdale
Maurice Laughlin
Barbara Laurendine
Robin and Deborah Laurie
Chad and Anna Lavender
Patrick and Teri Lavette
Noble and Amy Law Jr.
Philip and Charlotte Law
Lisa and Kevin Lawley
Gary Lawrence
Jimmie Lawrence
Scott and Stephanie Lawrence
Blake Lawson
Donna Jo Lawson
John and Allison Lawson
Karen and Donald Lawson
Michael and Angela Lawson
Paul and Connie Lawson
Mark Lawther
David and Allison Lawyer
Tandra and Dale Layton
Jack Lazarus
Jean Lazarus
Lance and Marian Lazarus
James and Susan Lazarr
Thomas and Jane Lazenby
Terry Leard
Mitchell and Rhonda Leathers
Brenda and Michael LeBlanc
Richard LeComte
Michael and Toni Ledet
Stacy and Susie Ledwell
Angela and David Lee
Connie Lee
Frank and Shirley Lee
Harry and Janet Lee
Jack and Betty Lee
Jan Lee
Jayne Lee
Kyle and Patricia Lee
Lamar and Phyllis Lee
Linda and Kenneth Lee
Pauline Lee
Roger and Sarah Lee
Sam and Leisa Lee
Shon and Tonya Lee

CULVERHOUSE COLLEGE OF COMMERCE

The Culverhouse College of Commerce offers the program Culverhouse Connections to the students within the college. Culverhouse Connections is a three-component student-enrichment program that includes mentoring, professional development programs and corporate visits. The largest part of this program is the mentoring program, said Lynsey Dill, programming manager for Culverhouse Connections. Through mentoring, students are linked to industry professionals to gain knowledge, experience growth and develop their professional network.

The program also provides professional development workshops and corporate visits so students can connect with a diverse range of industries and begin to figure out what career path is best suited for them.

“To see that transition—from coming in as a student, who honestly needs a little bit of work, to a very confident senior who is ready to interview and start their career with a company they’ve always dreamed of working for—it’s rewarding to see that transition,” Dill said.
Brook Hubner, director of Medical Student Affairs. “Students also become exposed to the broader scope of the medical profession. The program allows students to build relationships with faculty and patients and get feedback from faculty over time,” said medicine, pediatrics, OB/GYN, psychiatry, neurology and internal medicine).

A unique component of the Primary Care Track is the third-year training which takes place in a longitudinal integrated clerkship model. In this model, students work with faculty over six, eight or 12 months in all core clinical disciplines (surgery, family medicine, pediatrics, OB/GYN, psychiatry, neurology and internal medicine).

The program allows students to build relationships with faculty and patients and get feedback from faculty over time,” said Brook Hubner, director of Medical Student Affairs. “Students also become exposed to the broader scope of the medical profession. Students tell us when they learn in this way, they feel like they are an authentic member of the health care team.”
Gary and Doris Mummet
Rebecca Mumme-Swartz and Paul Swartz
Jim and Mary Jean Mungenast
Charles and Linda Munoz
Doris Munroe
Kyle and Stacie Munyon
Gautam Muralidhar
Billy and Gayla Murdock
George Murphy Jr.
Jim and Amber Murphee
Mike and Elizabeth Murphee
Amanda Murphy
Darrell and Phyllis Murphy
George Murphy
Michael Murphy
Pat Murphy
Tim and Sheryl Murphy
Forest Murphy Jr.
Patrick and Christa Murray
Robbie and Margaret Murray
Sonia Murray
William and Ruth Murray III
Charles and Libby Musselman
Thomas and Glady's Myers
Lamar and Wanda Myers
Leea Myers
Lisa Myers
Rebecca and Thomas Myers
Roger Myers
Don and Kaye Myhan
Marilyn and Tucker Myricks
Mark and Susan Naber
William and Susan Napier
Patricia and James Nappier
Sheri Naramore
Sundaram Narayan
Glennys and Ellis Naro
Brian Naughton
Matt and Devon Naylor
Charlotte Neal
Donald and Kelley Neal
Jack and Carolyn Neal
Peggy Neal
Ronald and Donna Neal
Catherine Neal
Lesley and Mitchie Neel
Russell and Shannon Neese
Todd Neese
Michael and Kendra Neigoot
Brian and Jenny Neill
James and Dot Nelems
Elizabeth Nellums
Byron and April Nelson
Byron and Mary Alice Nelson
Fred and Gloria Nelson Jr.
Gregory and Judy Nelson
John and Martha Nelson
Louise and Bob Nelson
Mallory Nelson
Nan Nelson
Vesla Nelson
Steven and Ruthie Nesbitt
Jackie and Sandra Nesmith
Joyce Nesmith
Keith and Carol Nesmith
Edward Nevin
John and Ginny Nevins
Camilla Newhill
Vernon and Deana Newhill Jr.
Mark Newby
Jeanette Newell
Ann Newman
Barbara and David Newman
Jane and John Newman
Leon Newman
Stacy and James Newman
William and Melanie Newman III
Jerome Newmark
Gary Newsom
Johnnie and Barbara Newsome
Ozzie and Gloria Newsome Jr.
Jane Newton
Joseph and Lori Newton Jr.
Sue Newton
Felix and Rose Nicholas
Anne and Sidney Nichols
Charles Nichols
Walter and Sherry Nichols
Jonathan Nicholson
Robert and Barbara Nicol
Johnny Nicola
William and Amy Nicola
Catherine and David Nielsen
Mary Jane Nielsen
Bert and Victor Nigrri
Joseph and Victoria Nims III
Eric and Farrel Nix
Chris and Melissa Nix
Garret Nix
Ken and Angie Nix
Marjorie Nix
Mark and Mersey Nix
Rufus and Joyce Nix
Joe and Judith Nixon
Alston and Lisa Noah
James Noah Jr.
Thomas Noble
George Noblin
Jim Nolen
Kathleen Nolen-Martin and Frederick Martin
Theron Nolen
Laurie and James Noojbin
Moya and Thomas Nordlund
Ursula Northcutt-Hamblin
Angel Norman
Jeff and Lynn Norman
Joey Norman
Robert and Heather Norris
Timmerman and Beverly Norris
Janet and Jim North
Robert and Mary North
Walter and Mary Northcutt Jr.
Bill and Ena Norton
Pierce and Debbie Norton II
Chuck and Anita Lynn Norwood
Scott and Sharon Nowicki
H.M. and Debbie Nowlin III
Jesse and Pat Nunn
Pam and Daniel Nunn
Douglas and Brenda Nunnley
Henry and Nancy Nunnley
Todd and Mary Nunnley
Bill Oakley
John and Gretchen Oakley
Stephen and Lindsay Oakes
Kristen and George Obaraean
Debby and Christopher O'Barr
Scott and Beth Oberlander
Michael and Cheryl O'Brien
Mike and Donna O'Brien
Amy and Douglas O'Connor
John and Kathy O'Connor Jr.
Julie O'Connor
Patrick and Tina O'Connor
Talty and Carrie O'Connor
Christopher Odum
Justin and Shasta O'Donnell
Patrick and Libby O'Donnell
Jerry Ogden
William Ogden II
Major and Jayne Ogilvie
Mark and Jacqueline Ogilvie
Jean Ann and Jerry Oglesby
Rodney and Gloria Oglesby
Derrick and Kelsey Ogletree
William and Diana Ogletree
William and Catherine O'Hara III
Natalie O'Keefe
David and Kathy Okray
Laura and Bruce Olcott
Christopher Oldnentle
Michael and Elizabeth Oldstone
James Olsen
John Olive III
Timothy Olive
Beth and Kerry Oliver
Howard and Ann Oliver
Joyce Oliver
Llewellyn and Barbara Oliver
Robert and Mildred Ann Oliver
Leonard Olive II
Bill and Ronica Ondocsin
Patrick and Shino O'Neal
Steve and Judy O'Neal
Mark and Melissa O'Quin
Ann and Philip O'Rear
Brack and Robbie O'Rear Jr.
Jack and Claudia O'Rear
Caine and Gwendolyn O'Rear III
Charles and Joy Orr
Raymond Orr
Robert and Amy Orr Jr.
Ryan Orrell
Gary and Denise Osborn
John and Sharon Osborn
Robert Osborn and Darlene Meador-Osborn
Larry Osborne
Katie Osborne
Charles and Elaine Osby
Michael and Victoria Osman
Euyridic Osterman
Katherine Ostrander
Patrick O'Sullivan
Donald and Jo Oswald
Martin and Gretchen Ott
David and Gretta Ott
Stephen and Harriet Overcash
Don Overstreet
Tim Overton
Cheryl Owen
David and Deblyn Owen
Jim and Shelley Owen
Juliette and Jonathan Owen
Terry Owen and Cheryl Cook
Donald and Carolyn Owens
Gregory Owens
Justin and Laura Owens
Krakina Owens
Lisa Owens
Reginald Owens
Douglas and Debra Owings
Nancy and Darryl Owings
Gayle Oz horn
Lorenzo Pace
Paul and Susan Pacey II
David and Beverly Pack
Jules Paderezki
Alan and Lisa Padgett
Joseph Padgett
Eddie and Karen Padilla
Patrick and Christine Padon
Alfred and Cassandra Page
Myron Page
Sharon Painter
James and Pat Paisley Jr.
Robert and Carolyn Palermo
Susan Paller
Karen Palmer
Peter and Donna Palmer
Carina Pamilar
Dianne and Leslie Panek
Edward and Jamyce Pappanastos
Rich and Jan Pardeuc
Vijaykumar and Asha Parekh
Donald and Mary Parham
John and Sharon Parham III
Christopher Parish
Janet and Jeff Parish
Jim Park
Michael and Lauren Park
Milton and Alison Park III
Alan and Jeaninne Parker
Antonio and Jean Parker
Barbara and Mickey Parker
Billy and Betty Parker
Bobbie Parker
Chip and Dayna Parker
Donald and Jean Parker
Ed and Barbara Parker
Gary and Mala Parker
Jerry and Laura Parker
Jerry and Sandra Parker
John and Linda Parker
Jonathan Parker
Kenneth and Barbara Parker
Louis and Judy Parker Jr.
Pamela Parker
Ruth Parker
Scott Parker
William and Patsy Parker
Keith and Leigh Parks
Sam and Virginia Parks
Edward Parks Jr.
Jimmy and Brenda Parnell
Richard and Pride Part Jr.
David and Karen Parriott
Benny and Barbara Parrish Sr.
Bobbie Parrish
Curtis and Carolyn Parrish
Charles and Donna Parrish
John Parrish
Kathleen Parrish
Frank Parsons Jr.
Tommy Parsons
Robert and Suzanne Parsons
Kevin Partlow
Avery and Annie Partron
Daniel and Sandra Parrich
Donald and Kim Partridge
Gary and Deborah Partridge
David and Sandy Pasqualotto
W. Scott and Mary Ella Passmore
Rufus and Mary Passwater Jr.
Boyd Pate
Jerry and Soozie Pate
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The College of Communication and Information Sciences’ Industry Immersion program forges relationships by taking driven undergraduates to big-city markets and facilitating meetings with successful alumni and industry leaders during university breaks. Students have the opportunity to meet C&IS alumni and current employers in their chosen career trajectory. The program was founded in 2015 and has continued to evolve into a targeted networking opportunity.

“Industry Immersion is a student-driven experience, it is tailored to their academic profiles,” said Neil Adams, C&IS coordinator of employer relations. “Networking opportunities facilitated through the program are based on students who are selected.”

Each Industry Immersion group is comprised of eight to 14 students who apply and interview for a chance to participate. C&IS faculty and staff travel with students to lead trips and offer advice guiding them through the process of making a favorable impression on potential industry contacts.
William Short Jr.
Emmett and Martha Shotts Jr.
Larry and Norma Shoultz
Warren and Mary Shows
Kelly and Mark Shroul
Daniel Shubert
Dennis and Tammy Shuler
Michael Shultman
Dennis and Lucy Shumaker
James and Martha Sides Sr.
Kent and Rhonda Sides
Eric and Rhonda Siegel
Frank and Wendy Siegel
Mark and Susan Siegel
Richard and Margaret Siegried
Robert and Maureen Siess
John Sikes
Russell and Virginia Sikes
Joseph Sikoryak
Jack and Dona Siler Jr.
Wanda and Richard Sills
David and Shari Silver
Irving and Frances Silver
Paul and Anne Silver
Jerry and Tonia Silverstein
William and Deborah Simard
Joe and Ann Simcox
Blake Simmons
Chassey and Jeffrey Simmons
Christopher and Mary Simmons
Donald and Angela Simmons
Jim and Dale Simmons
John and Karen Simmons
Rene and John Simmons
Robert and Anne Simmons
Theresa Simmons
Tony and Dawn Simmons
Jessie and Kay Simms
Rochelle and Ronald Simms
Jim and Cheryl Simon
Sara Simon
Charles Simpson
Ford and Judy Simpson
Mia Simpson
Ben Sims
Brian and Lori Sims
Frank and Corrie Sims
Jack and Dorothy Sims
Jimmy and Alice Sims
Ricky and Cindy Sims
Ross and Ruth Sims
Scott Sims
Winfred Sims
Robert and Mary Simses
Krisha and Judy Sinanan
Thomas and Beth Sinclair
Steven and Renee Singer
Brian Singleton
Matt and Cammie Singleton
Peggy Singleton
Nancy Siniard
Tommy and Susan Siniard
Tommy and Patricia Sipes
Simuel and Tiffany Sippial III
Chuck and Julie Sittason
Linda Sittson
Wanda Sitzer
Mark and Mollie Sixour
Daniel and Judy Skelton
Emery and Theresa Skelton
Hope Skelton
Judy Skelton
Don and M. Skinner
Nikki and Drew Skinner
Meagan Skipper Hoven
William Sklar
Larry and Laura Slade
Ashley Slagle
Clifton and Sharon Slaten
Eddie and Marsha Slaton
Mary Slaton
Charles and Peggy Slaughter
Todd and Regina Slawyer
Stephen and Brenda Sloan
John and Julie Smalley
Marian Smalley
Bart and Jennifer Snelser
Wayne and Vaneta Smiley
Tade Smilic
Adrian and Dennis Smith
Alex and Donna Smith
Andrew Smith
Annabett Smith
Anthony Smith
Barry Smith
Bart and Susan Smith
Bart and Kari Smith
Bobby and Martha Smith
Brian and Pamela Smith
Carl Bradley Smith
Cathy Smith
Charles Smith
Charles and Sandra Smith
Christina and Martin Smith
Christine and Larry Smith
Shane and Suzanne Smith
David Smith
Debra Smith
Dennis and Rosemary Smith
Don and Marjorie Smith
Ellen Smith
Ernest Smith
Estes Smith
Evic Smith Jr.
Gale and William Smith
Harold Smith Jr.
Harwood and Barbara Smith Jr.
Haynes and Lindy Smith Jr.
Howard Smith
Jim and Cheryl Smith
James Smith
James and Connie Smith
James and Jenny Smith IV
James and Teresa Smith
James and Ruth Smith III
J.B. and Teresa Smith
Jeff and Sandra Smith
Jeffrey and Anne Smith
Jennifer Smith
Joan Smith
John Smith
John and Ashley Smith
Joy Smith
Julie Smith
Kaye Smith
Ken and Brenda Smith
Ken C. and Jane Smith
Ken E. and Jane Smith
Lamar and Dianne Smith
Larry and Rebecca Smith
Lillie Smith
Louis and Carole Smith Jr.
Luke and Kasey Smith
Margaret Smith
Marilyn Smith
Marisa and Ronald Smith
Mark Smith
Marshall and Sheila Smith
Marvin and So Smith
Mary Smith
Michael Smith and Erin Akin
Morgan Smith
Paul and Jan Smith
Ralph Smith Jr.
Randy and Judith Smith
Renue Smith
Riley and Tammy Smith
Robert and Susan Smith Jr.
Rowan and Sheila Smith
Roy Smith Jr. and Glenda Jones
Rufus and Julie Smith III
Rush and Christa Smith
Stephanie Smith
Stephen Smith
Stephen and Melanie Smith
Stephen and Melinda Smith
Steven and Robin Smith
Suzi Smith
Thomas Smith
Vicki Nan Smith
Wes and Cheryl Smith
William L. Smith
William R. Smith
William and Meredith Smith
Willie and June Smith Jr.
Burt and Elizabeth Smithhart
Jason and Heather Smitherman
Sam Smitherman
Thomas and Peggy Smitherman III
Tony and Deborah Smithson
Gary Smothers
Rickie and Randy Smokey
Liz Smyth
Samantha Smyth-Chandler
Joseph and Deborah Snoed III
Ronnie and Linda Snelgrove
Harvey and Scarlet Snider Jr.
Jim and Sharron Snider
Sherie Snider
David and Betty Snoddy
Jerry and Janice Snyder
Roland and Robin Sobieraj
Peter and Annabelle Socha
Darryl and Julie Sockwell
Stuart and Myra Sockwell
Mike and Janice Sodemann
Joel and Angela Sogol
Vic and Sadie Sohle
Tammy and Scott Somers
Thomas Somerville III
Charles and Cynthia Soppe
Houston and Laura Sorentson
Hassel Sosebee
Margerita Soule
Spencer and Car South
Kert and Diane Southern
Dan and Mary Spain
Holden Spain
Robert and Marilyn Spall
Jeannine Spenn
Doyle and JoAnn Sparkman
Kirk and Linda Sparkman
John and Keli Sparks
Julian and Rhonda Sparks Jr.
Ralph and Sandy Sparks
Randall and Karen Sparks
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Although several colleges are involved in different aspects of the county’s medical center, the College of Education’s main focus is the cardiopulmonary rehabilitation unit. The College helps fulfill the various needs of the unit, including equipment needs and nutritional information.

“We are more or less just trying to help people get through the program,” said Jonathan Wingo, associate professor and chair of the department of kinesiology. “We are helping to facilitate the people that work there full-time and getting the people through the program by giving them the resources they need—this equipment, the dietician, and basically trying to enhance the experience of the patients.”

Colleges within The University of Alabama work with Pickens County to enhance the county’s medical center and healthcare options. The partnership program, which was initiated by the College of Community Health Sciences and works with the College of Education and the School of Social Work, is funded by grants that allow UA to assist with the needs of the Pickens County community.
PHOTO BY EMMA JOHNSON AND EMILY ETIBBING
The School of Law

University of Alabama law students are guaranteed a chance to spend a semester working for real clients in one of six law clinics through the Law School Clinical Program. The six clinics include children's rights, civil law, criminal defense, domestic violence law, elder law and mediation law.

The program has been in place since the first law clinic was opened at the University in 1970. Since then it has grown, educating up to 60 students each semester. Third-year law students are given the chance to work with clients from the initial interview through fact gathering into the trial and even appeal.

“The students get to be lawyers in a safe environment where faculty are there to supervise and advise to ensure clients get the best representation,” said Yuri Linetsky, interim director of clinical programs and director of the civil law clinic. “They see theory put into practice when working in the clinics. They see the process through to the end with their clients.”
Jim D. Williams
Jim S. Williams
Jim and Patricia Williams
Jeff Williams
Joseph and Rhonda Williams
Kimberly Williams
Larry and Patricia Williams
Mark Williams
Mary Williams
Michael and Susan Williams
Nelida Williams
Robert Williams
Robert and Lynn Williams
Ronnie and Susan Williams
Ronald and Tammy Williams
Scott and Sheri Williams
Sheila and Robert Williams
Stamley and Ann Williams
Steven and Brenda Williams
Steven and Kimberly Williams
Vicki and Danny Williams
Wayne and Nancy Williams
William and Christine Williams V
Fred and Joyce Williamson Jr.
Jack and Anne Williamson
Norma Williamson
Sarah Williamson
Billy and Pat Williamson
Melinda and George Willingham
Thomas and Linda Willingham Jr.
Jaci Willis
Nick and Sue Willis
Suzanne and Michael Wills
Charles Willyard
Leslie and Jon Wilsie
Alvis Wilson
Barbara Wilson
Charles Wilson
Charles and Jill Wilson
Chris and Karen Wilson
Chuck and Carol Wilson
Clement Wilson
David and Liza Wilson
Don Wilson
Edwin and Sandra Wilson
Elizabeth and William Wilson
Forest and Jennifer Wilson II
James and Patricia Wilson
Lloyd and Linda Wilson
Mark and Patricia Wilson
Mark and Renae Wilson
Robert and Dorothy Wilson
Robin Wilson
Russell and Melisa Wilson
Spence and Stephanie Wilson Jr.
William and Vivian Wilson
Mary Wimberley
James and Constance Winchester
Jamie and Traci Winchester
Clifton and Judy Windham
John and Sharon Windham
Ronald and Amy Windham
William and Doris Windham
David and Bernadette Windle
Michael Windom and Marion Steinfels
Michael and Christine Wing
Beverly Wingard
David and Kathleen Winkiel
Fredrick and Mary Winkler
Hoyt and Emily Winslett Jr.
Peter and Andrea Winslett
Barbara Winstead
Ro and Kathy Wintzinger
Carlton Wirt
Melanie Wischmeier
Jesse and Arlene Wisdom
Sarah Nell Wise
William and Ruth Wisembram
Michael and Irene Wisner
Aleshia and Walter Witherspoon
James and Margaret Wygal
Michael and Candy Wolfe
William and Molly Womack
Barbara and Charles Wood
Charles Wood
Ervin and Lin Wood
George and Rebecca Wood
Isabelle Wood
Lyne Wood
Mark and Kathleen Wood
Paul and Lauren Wood
Randy and Karen Wood
Richard and Kay Wood
Russ and Kelly Wood
Wayne and Debbie Wood
Bill Woodall
David and Jacqueline Woodall
Paul Woodall
Sarah Woodall
James and Sandra Woodard
Woody and Nancy Woodbury
Pamela and Wonder Woden
Kent Woodfin
Cynthia and Brent Woodham
Jeoff and Shammon Woodham
Marion Woodham
Douglas Woodman
Grant Woodham Jr.
James and Amy Woodroof IV
Thomas and Susan Woodroof Jr.
Charles Woodruff
Charles and Brenda Woods
Keith and Roslyn Woods
Mary Ann and Eddie Woods
Philip and Phyllis Woods
Richard Woods
Ronald Woods
Sharon Woods
Frank and Marli Woodson
Craig Woodward
Harry and Jane Woodward III
Bobby and Cathy Woodrige
George and Marsha Woolley Jr.
Charles and Sharon Woolen
Bruce and Linda Worley
Michael and Pamela Worrell
Elise and Michael Wren
Ann and Bob Wright
Wayne and Paulette Wright
Gordon Wright
Henry and Carrie Wright
Julie and James Wright
John and Peggy Wright
Ronald and Judy Wright
Thomas and Rich Wright
Thomas and Anita Wright
Vivian and Kenneth Wright
Wade and Angelyn Wright
Denise Wrushek
Sara Wuska
Ralph and Karen Wyatt
Sally Wyatt
Steve and Mandy Wyatt
Collins Wynn Jr.
Earl Wynn
Jean Wynn
John and Jerry Ann Wynn
Kathryn and Brian Wynne
Jim Yance
Dan and Dominique Yancey
Ike Yancey
Bob and Nicki Yann
Ron Yantzi
Gilbert Yanuck
Patrick and Misty Yarbro
Clyde and Catherine Yarbrough
Curtis Yarbrough Jr.
Glenyce Yarbrough
Wayne and Cynthia Yarbrough
Joy Yarnall
Charles and Charlene Yates
Mary Yates
Megan Yates
Perry and Jane Yawn
William Yeandise
Alfred and Nanette Yeager
Betty Yeager
Charles and Nancy Yehdell
Lynn Yeldell
Noble and Stuart Yelverton
Brian and Tracy Yeomans
Frederick and Debbie Yerby
Billy and Amelia Yessick
Eddie and Mary Yessick
Steven Yessick Sr.
Gene and Denise Ymolek
Arlen and Genevra York
Jobey and Dawn York
Carl and Joanna Yost
Rick and Cathy Yost
Allyson Young
David and Roxie Young
Kenan Young
Mary and Ron Young
Matthew Young
Paul Young Jr.
Philip and Angie Young
Rickey and Betty Young
Rodney and Diane Young
Ronald Young
Sheffield and Amy Young
Thass Young
Lois Youngblood
Thelma Younger
George and Nerrin Zaharias
Alfred and Lily Zaitontz
Jason and Christy Zarzaur
Matthew Zatzour
Carolyn Zeanah
Gary Zeanah
Keith and Eileen Zelazny
Terry and Ruth Zellers
Joseph and Cynthia Ziekel
Stephen and Eleanor Zellers
Robert and Patricia Zier
Michael Zinser
Dale Zoccola
Pamela Zohar
Megan and Justin Zoladz
Pamela Zoladz
Matthew Zarzour
Bobby and Cathy Zoude
Angelyn Zuidema
Charlie Zuidema
Kirsten Zuidema
Bob and Nicki Zuidema
Ike Zuidema
John S. Zuidema
Jim S. Zuidema
Jeff S. Zuidema
Joseph S. Zuidema
Lee S. Zuidema
Mark S. Zuidema
Ron S. Zuidema
Steve S. Zuidema
David S. Zuidema
Peter S. Zuidema
Sally S. Zuidema
Sue S. Zuidema
Melissa S. Zuidema
James S. Zuidema
Steve S. Zuidema
Randy S. Zuidema
Karen S. Zuidema
Linda S. Zuidema
Richard S. Zuidema
Jen S. Zuidema
Mike S. Zuidema
Sam S. Zuidema
Carrie S. Zuidema
Tom S. Zuidema
Bill S. Zuidema
Mike S. Zuidema
Sue S. Zuidema
Rachel S. Zuidema
Kris S. Zuidema
Jim S. Zuidema
Bob S. Zuidema
Barbara S. Zuidema
Gary S. Zuidema
Planned Giving

Deferred Gifts
Listed below are donors who have directed a deferred gift to the National Alumni Association for scholarship purposes through generosity in their estate planning.

Mary Sue Cain
Ginnye Ansley Capps
Melanie Walthal Chambliss
L. Sue Comerford
William C. Decas
Marshall H. Groom
Ray and Sherry Hofmister
Louis Mays
David C. and Penny R. McCaleb
Dan Riley
Jimmy and Emily Warren
Pat and Joyce Whetstone
David and Liza Wilson
Carolyn Walker Wood

William Gregory Carlisle
John Cassimus
Lawrence Ronald Clark
Patricia Crafton Clark
Coy Mark Collinsworth
Alan Thomas Crafton
Scott Crafton
Thomas Stanley Dean
Charles R. (Ronnie) Dixon
William Griggs Espy
Charles W. Fleming, Jr.
Alex O. Gatewood
Marshall S. Ginsburg

Susan S. Ginsburg
Charles Ingalls
John Ingram
Robert Kerr
Dennis Morgan
Alston Martin Noah
Charles Norwood
Wilmer Poyner III
Frederick L. Richards
Boyd Thames
Alan Watson
Gregory Wren

Capstone Alumni Legacy Society
The Capstone Alumni Legacy Society is a scholarship endowment program using life insurance as the means.

Not all deferred-gift donors are listed; some wish to remain anonymous.
The National Alumni Association expresses its sincere gratitude to all donors for their generous support.

Ways to Give

A gift to the Alumni Fund of The University of Alabama’s National Alumni Association can take many forms. It can be:
• a gift of cash
• a gift of stocks, bonds, real estate or other property (art, books, etc.)
• a corporate matching gift
• a gift through your will or living trust
• a charitable trust or other life income plan
• a named beneficiary in your retirement, insurance policy or certificate of deposit

You can also use the above options to create an endowment gift to the National Alumni Association in support of its scholarship program. Perhaps the most rewarding aspect of establishing an endowed scholarship fund is that it will allow you to directly accomplish your goals in giving while helping the University achieve its institutional initiatives through the NAA. The principal is invested in the UA System Pooled Endowment Fund for safe growth over time. The annual endowment income from this investment enables the Alumni Association to award scholarships to qualified recipients each year, according to the terms agreed upon by you and the association. Scholarship endowments may be established by individuals, businesses or alumni chapters, and gifts may be given over a period of five years. You can also add to your endowment, beyond the minimum funding level, through lifetime gifts and through a beneficiary designation in your estate plan.

For more information about giving to the Alumni Fund and becoming a member of the National Alumni Association, contact:

David Wilson
National Alumni Association
P.O. Box 861928
Tuscaloosa, AL 35486-0017
Phone: 205-348-1551
Email: dwilson@alumni.ua.edu

For more information about establishing an endowed scholarship or directing a deferred gift to the association to provide scholarship funding, contact:

Deborah Parr
National Alumni Association
P.O. Box 861928
Tuscaloosa, AL 35486-0017
Phone: 205-348-7398
Email: dparr@alumni.ua.edu

NAA Membership Benefits

• Alabama Alumni Magazine (quarterly)
• an opportunity for children and grandchildren of active UA graduates to qualify for an Alumni Heritage Scholarship and/or Alumni Scholar Award
• active members can recommend a high school student for a Discovering Bama VIP visit
• 10 percent discount on souvenirs at the Supe Store, Off Campus College Book Store, The Trunk, Bama Stuff and Alumni Hall stores
• free admission to the Bryant Museum, Alabama Museum of Natural History, Moundville Archaeological Park and Gorgas House Museum
• half price admission for one member and one guest to the Children’s Hands-On Museum of Tuscaloosa
• $3 off an Express Oil Change
• an opportunity to join the Alabama Credit Union
• book scholarship for UA Early College students
• 15 percent discount at Hotel Capstone. Call for code.
• opportunity to apply for your Alabama Alumni Affinity Credit Card
• 10 percent discount on facility rental at the Bryant Conference Center
• 20 percent discount on all UA Press Books. Call for code.
• Scuttle Shuttle discount – $5 off your one-way BHM airport shuttle service. Call for code.
• Discounts on Avis and Budget car rentals. Call for code.